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MAN'S EXPRESSION
"The great use of Ilte is to spend it for something that outlasts it."
William Jnmes
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rJ6nL Gl/ptJaUV *
Lenore
First came the intense heat,
A throbbing heat,
A pulsating heat
Which sucked the breath away.
Then the flames,
Higher and higher,
Swallowing all in their pathDevour'ing all.
Then, as though the wrath of God hac! been releasedThe rains came.
Pounding rain.
Driving rain
And with it,
Like low, deep groans of agony,
Like frantic growls of desperation,
The rolling thunder,
Exploding cries of sorrow.
And the rain slackened
The mushroom clouds of doom began to part.
Through the opening in the great dark,
The ceiling of depression,
Pushed apart by a breath of windLightA new beginning for life .

.,..Freshman

Writin~.
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50% JtIl~I(J
~dr-'a.(\

Ford

These lines were written for recitation to the opening chorus
of the ST. M;\TTHEW PASSION by J. S. Bach.
In this chorus,
COME, YE DAUGIITERS, the symbolical figure of "The Daughter of
Zion" calls on the mourners to share her sorrow at the Savior's
bearing His cross for them. But the lines are united with the music
only as it infuses them with its abstract sensitivity and grandeur.
Through this manner of oral interpretation
the listener is more
emotionally involved in their mood and meaning.
The lines are not
a statement of faith or philosophy but indications of an individual
psychological orientation.
I depart
into that spotted darkness which we feel
when aching lids close over conscious eyes.
It summons me as my own mood draws
reply from silence which 111yin-quest awes
and I am drawn, a ball of flowing shadowy
into an existential pilgrimage.
My mind
is captivated in loud light, not free
from each impatient colloquy to flee
into an eloquent repose. Thus plea
against this trip I make not: for in me
it is an exodus to liberty.
An exodus,
for every man when lying in repose
who rubs his eyes as to reverse the world
flows through the galaxies beneath his lids
into suspended glowing happenings
that float in his nocturnal past.

moral laws,
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He is a lone priest moving through the black
and afterimage of his latest world
the fading history of its nearest lights
toward burning silences of inner space
that pulsate with a primary desire
an ultimatum wishing to be histo be the slow gradations of delight
to be the morning gray and lilac night
of one more hardened, airless asteroid.
For when it is arrived at, it receives.
All space, receding, opens into halves:
one is generative light and one the peace
of night external.
To be there is Being
no longer in the paradox of search
that journeys to the farthest not to leave
the wells of darkness centered in its eyes.
Perhaps in going out into the night
in flowing through the derni-dreams beneath
thin lids of insight, wondering through the suns
that beckon fr0111the heaven of my brainperhaps my fading path is meant to shine
in further indication to a few
although I cannot recommend the way
(it is a secret finding itself out)
as being that almost two thousand years
have followed, claiming it to be the best.
Nor can I declare
amid wide constellations of our doubt
just one among a multitude of suns
that may be sons of nebulous illusionnor can I tell
if there is further that Creation spreads
to be the whole of and at last fulfill.
How can I, but a ball upon the lake,
a mind adrift on l11unnurring shallows, say
how best to navigate your spatial flood?
In you is the direction of your course:
one hal f decision and the other, want
of graphic certainty to map the whole
and having· come (or like me, being near)
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be-ware at once that hung amid the lights
is your trail-smoldering
near you, but a line
of haze that fainter wanders backward, back
into the waiting limit of recall
that lives anticipating your return.
But as a sudden meteor
perhaps I may foretell some miracle
and be an omen if not the reply
of what is coming, of where each must go
when lying in repose that is our prayer.
So shall we find God . . . humbly if we can.
But if not, wandering in a similar daze
through separate night, considering, the maze
of intellectual insight that conx~ys
somehow my flowing flaming shadow-globe
to what is more than paradox resolveclunto the vital hal f o-f answer.
God, I do not come alone though I traverse
the infinence beneath my lids. For I hear
still closer and advancing with the sound
of multitudes beside and far behind
emerging from the darkness of their eyes
the memories from childhood in men
that with me are progressing through the prayer
of this experience. Being there,
my self revealed among them, shall I care
i
for their past or my own that in the glare
that in the acts of open eyes . . . exists
as either nervous glance or desperate stare?

",
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See the fleeting, restless spot
That moves with uncertain jagged paths
And suffers with no thoughts or reasons.
Watch as, struggling, it pursues
Each short-lived goal but fails
To find its purpose on the earth.
Feel the strength it spends in vain
To answer all the fears and doubts
That hang like clouds above it;
Weep never for this one small spot,
Lost in depths no man should seek,
For that spot is one man's life.

To help the needy, mind and spirit too,
0od~NeffAnd then to be of understanding mind
Is what, in all this world, I want to do,
But searching through my selfish heart I find
That bitter feelings, lack of true desire
Stand in the way of filling my soul's gap;
No matter how my spirit is afire
Or how my mind is laid out like a map,
My pride stands tall and doesn't bend to aid
Unless I gain security in needs
They have-of
things they are afraidThe ground is ripe, but I don't sow the seeds.
No matter how much I may have to give,
I cannot share 'til with myself I live.
* Freshman Writing.
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(:fean Ann M~a"ln
It is spring and the earth begins her awakening rituals: trees
give forth tender green leaves, grass fills the ail- with a clean, fresh
fragrance, and breezes softly, almost tenderly, finger my hair. But
I am not fully aware of the leaves, the fragrance, or the breeze. I
am aware only of the flowers, the thousand golden, heavy-headed
flowers that cover the sloping meadow. Spring's children, they call,
laugh, and frolic as the wind sways their laden heads, causing them
to dip, bend, and dance in the bright sunlight. But, in my hand, I
hold a flower more beautiful than the rest. It is brown. It is wilted.
It is silent. Not a member of the homogeneous mob outside my
window, it seems no longer a plant, no longer a biological being.
It is a memory.
I hold the memory of another spring, another
flower. Yet, in reality, it is the same spring and it is the same
flower, but both have changed.
I am a young woman. Beside me sits a young man, a good
man. He is not a member of the homogeneous mob of people that
barges into my life and quickly departs leaving no trace of its brief
presence. He is special. Beside me sits the first boy I loved. Yet,
in reality, he is now a different young man, and I am now a different
young woman; both have changed.
The other spring, the other flower, the other young man, and
the other young woman lived only one month ago, for it was in
early April that nature gave the land a sudden, premature explosion
of spring. It seemed as if I were holding my breath; I knew the
warm weather was a temporary pleasure, but I was a willing victim
of spring's deception. Van also was knowingly a victim, and one
afternoon we walked together through the meadow. The sun was
warm on our arms, and the wind was playful in our hair as we
clasped hands, and suddenly, as suddenly as the spring had come,
we ran. We ran, disturbing the few flowers boldly daring to stanel
* Freshman

Writing.
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in the young grass. vVe ran, and as we ran, we laughed; we laughed
at nature, at life, at ourselves-we
laughed at deceit.
Laughing and out of breath we plopped down on a large flat
stump. We were breathless not because we had been running, but
because the meadow held a pulsating, exciting beauty; and we, j LIst
as the flowers boldly dared to stand in the young grass, boldly dared
to run in this young spring.
Suddenly Van grasped one of the
flowers and presented it to me as he laughingly said, "I pluck for
thee, fair lady, the first bloom of spring."
We laughed but abruptly
our laughter ceased. N ow realizing, knowing, understanding
that
the flower was a symbol of spring's first, timid life and our first,
fragile love, Van softly and slowly repeated, "The first bloom of
spring."
As I walked in the meadow the following day, I tried to understand why the pulsating beauty, the vibrating excitement were gone.
Now, the wind was chilly, and the flowers had closed their petals to
its hostility. Spring had left. I was saddened.
Yet I knew another
spring, a warmer spring would corne; another breeze, a softer breeze
would blow; another flower, a stronger flower would bloom; and
another love, a more lasting love would come. But I also knew that
it would not be the same. No seasonal phase would be like that'
first brief glimpse of spring, no emotion like that first fleeting taste
of love.
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MAN'S HORIZON
"Natul'c is the living,

visf hle g;lrlllt'IlL of God."
Juhnun
\Volfg.III;;
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The scene stands out clearly in my mind. We are grouped in
a circle-my
sister and brother and I-seated
about my grandmother. The labored ticking of the grandfather's clock eerily fills
the silence. The lamp makes flickering shadows in dusty corners
where cobwebs hang. The room is very quiet, for my grandmother
is speaking of the Old Country. I listen, though I have heard her
story many times, though Lithuania-the
"Old Country"-filled
my
earliest dreams. Its hills and valleys mingle with childhood memories-with
fairy tales and German restaurants and the quaint
drawings in old piano books. Its smiling meadows, its black and
brooding forests run in my blood, the blood of peasants.
Now, as
my grandmother speaks, I see once again the fields about Babesch,
and I yearn once again to be there.
The village of Babesch is from a storybook. Its tall spires and
steep, gabled rooftops were the same when marauding Teutons lay
seige to the area. Heavily boxed and basketed women push and
jostle to market as in the days of the I vans. The villagers resemble
my grandmother, being quick and bright and irrepressibly alive.
They speak rapidly, weep copiously, and laugh heartily; they are
both vibrant and fanciful. Part of their color touches, in turn, all
they possess, charming the most commonplace object into something
picturesque and quaint.
Brightly-painted milk carts, drawn by
beribboned oxen, rattle through the narrow, twisting streets.
Gay
orange and mauve and mulberry skirts skim the uneven cobblestones.
It is as natural for these people to sing as to talk, to dance as to
walk. An old man passes fr0111corner to corner, making feverish
assaults upon a violin. A wedding party whirls its breathless bands
through the marketplace.
Music and laughter fill the air. All is
color, enchantment, romance. And against this festive tumult, golden
meadows slumber in the sun, wearing a dreamlike spell.
* Freshman

Writing.
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Indeed, the entire countryside may be but a dream. Legend
and lore have so entangled with the land that it is impossible to
separate the two. The aura of magical, innocent days-days
when
princes roamed and bands of fairies danced by night-lingers
yet
upon these streams and meadows. Here the simple stories of childhood come to life. The little cottages with their thatched roofs and
rows of circular cheeses are hom the tales of Grimm. Jack and his
mother might have lived in them or Hansel and Gretel or Goldilocks.
Gloomy woodlands are enchanted by strange yet familiar forms.
Trolls and gnomes scamper amid the crevices of tangled roots or
peep from gnarled branches.
Witches prowl the forests-forests
that have called to me from the dark, carven doorways of German
restaurants.
Some myth, some fable touches every object.
Nor
would it seem strange, in this story-book land, if spirits still granted
wishes to men and fairy tales still came true.
My grandmother speaks now of the farms that lie about the
village. Listening to her I know I am a peasant, born of peasants.
In my cleepest of hearts, I yearn for the soil. I would feel the
sensuous warmth of earth unclerfoot and the caress and perfume of
high grasses.
I would dream long, clover-scented hours-weave
stories from slow-passing clouds. When summer had passed, then
give me the blazing hearth, tables overs pilling food and drink, and
the wild, joyous tumult of a peasant dance. Nowhere else does
life possess so idyllic and pagan a charm. In the cottages of the
Old Country, in its legend-touched fields, man is delightfully at one
with nature.
The gay, colorful farm folk blend in picturesque
harmony with their lush surroundings.
Their quaintly-styled carts
and conical beehives touch the countryside with color. Their songs
and dances hint of the bacchanal. On the farm, even more than in
the village, life abounds in color and force.
My grandmother has finished speaking, but I remain seated
and silent. For all my yearning, I will never see the village of
Babesch-it was destroyed in the war. Like so much that is picturesque and fanciful, it has passed away into the cupboards of yesterday.
Yet the spirit of the Old Country cannot wholly die. It is l11Y heritage and a part of me.

/
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I
From the mountain walls,
rebounding from the cliffs,
caught in the wind,
through the valley,
flows the song,

That song no longer
can be heard in the valley.
It is no longer
carried in the wind
from the mountain walls.

It is a melodic tune,
,
and the people passing
are caught by it.
They begin to hum it,
and they carry it home.

Hut if you would like to hear it,
then just travel North.
No one there
has ever heard of the valley,
but they sing its song .

.i1ts;···war~a1t "*
,~Ior~-June (}reiff

-, ' '

It scattered drops like sparkling jewels in the sun,
, and the transparent rainbows danced
in the splattering cascade.
Above the fall the ripply water shimmered,
,
and golden sunstreaks played on the rocks.
Swiftly poured the beaded curtain,
splashing on grey crystal remnants of winter,
stirring white laughing bubbles that melted
All this in joyful solitude saw I;
then came the noisy throng .
...Freshman

Writing.
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ioka__,
The difference between an American in Hawaii and one on the
mainland is great.
The everyday li Ie is similar, but a spirit hangs
over the islands that makes living there a new experience.
It would
be impossible to touch on all the differences;
for that matter, many
aspects of life cannot be put into words. I will try to elaborate on
three major points of life in Hawaii: the cosmopolitan atmosphere,
the aloha spirit, and a sketch of a really Hawaiian community.
We are truly a cosmopolitan culture in Hawaii.
The people
there have learned to adapt to the customs of many lands. The most
striking difference here lies in the background for life that we obtain by growing-up in Hawaii.
Intermingling
among the races is
taken for granted.
Take, for instance, my high school. VVe had
an enrollment of 1,500 students.
The school was named Henry
Perrine Baldwin High School after a Caucasian leader on my island
of Maui,
Our principal was Japanese.
Our head counselor was
Caucasian.
The librarian was Chinese.
The head janitor was
Filipino. Our athletic director was Korean. The head of our science
department was Hawaiian, and the agriculture section was handled
by a Portugese.
Baldwin serves as a good example of how the people
have mixed to work together for a better Hawaii.
Vve grew up liking many things that originated in far-off lands.
The students of my high school came from homes in which they
learned about their heritage.
When we got to- school, we would
assimilate many characteristics
from the other cultures.
Vve ate
hamburgers, steaks, kim chee, saimin, chow fun, bagoong, sashirni,
tcriyaki, pondoose, kalua pig, and opihis,
'>lYe looked forward to
bon dances, Rizal Day, Chinese New Year, President's
Day, and
Prince Kuhio's birthday.
We played games such as baseball, soccer,
'lI'

Freshman Wri tiug.
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go, sipa-sipa, majong, and Kapu.
Our taste in music ranged f rorn
classical pieces from the Orient to rock recordings from England.
A surf report is given after every newscast, and it is a common sight
to see surfers of all nationalities flocking to the beaches after work
or school.
The following brought our population together and made for a
better atmosphere.
It felt different when I got to know city living
on the continental United States.
It seemed that people here don't
have the time to be nice. They are always in a hurry to get things
done or to go someplace.
The people of Hawaii take their living
seriously, but they make time to enjoy it too. vVe have a saying
back home, "We operate on Hawaiian time, no pilikia."
This
translated literally means that you can be a little late with no
trouble. It characterizes the attitude of time not being so important
as it is here in the continental United States. This is all part of a
spirit that hangs over the islands.
The word, "Aloha:" means much love and welcome; it can also
mean farewell, depending on the circumstances.
The aloha spirit
is the spirit of Hawaii.
It is a feeling that we are living in a true
paradise, and real happiness lies in sharing it with others.
My
island in particular is noted for this kind of spirit.
"Maui No Ka
Oi," or "Maui is the best" is our saying. Through the years, many
tourists have learned how true the saying is. When they arrive they
are part of our island, and when they leave, a little bit of them
stays on. A bus wreck on Maui three months ago proved this.
Almost forty tourists were injured when their bus overturned on
their way to Lahaina.
The people of Maui felt responsible and
took care of these tourists.
Flowers were brought every day to
each of the injured people.
Homemade cookies and cakes were
given to complete strangers by housewives who had traveled miles
to visit and cheer up these people. The mayor paid a personal visit
to each one and extended the aloha of the population.
When these
tourists left the island, they had experienced what the aloha spirit
can mean.
A place full of this Hawaiian spirit, because it is predominately
Hawaiian, is the little village of Hana. In this lush tropical paradise
where beauty is commonplace, the people know how to enjoy life.
Most of the men there work for the County of Maui and make
approxirm.ltely $400 a month.
With this they support a family and
often their parents.
They value a simple life.
Contentment
is

r
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catching a big fish or growing flowers. Television and radio are
present, but these people are not "addicted to the tube" as the
people here are. They cherish the beauty of the islands and never
cease to take advantage of the splendors of nature. They go fishing
almost every ChLY. The children go to the beach often, and also into
the mountains and their rainwater pools. The fruits that grow wild
are always in season, so these people are never hungry. It is hard
to find a really sad native or one that is plagued with ulcers. They
are happy to share everything they have if it will make someone
happy.
These people would be referred to as backward here.
Although it is not unlikely they would be considered to be included
in the War on Poverty program, I don't think they want to change;
in fact, I believe that they are better off now than they can ever be,
and it would be a cl-ime to force them to change.
But we in Hawaii are slowly changing. The people of Hana
and communities like it are the links with the past. They illustrate
how Hawaii has already changed. I hope that as the generations
pass, the culture and spirit of Hawaii will stay the way it is. It is
refreshing to live in a section of this country where you still can
find a genuine love of others. I think the key word is love, because
it is by this that all our actions are guided. The people that visit
our fair islands know that this spirit is lacking on the mainland.
This simple comparison is easy to draw. The difference is far
greater than can be implied in such a short composition.
I hope
that I have given a picture that will let you start to understand
the meaning of this elifference; for the true reality will have to be
experienced because no amount of vicarious knowledge will suffice.

20
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MAWS KALEIDESCOPE
"God asks. no man <whether he will accept life. That Is not the
choice. YOU.must take it. The only choice is how."
Henry Ward Beecher
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8

Dear Nance,
How was your trip back to school?
I really felt sorry for
you-because
you had to get up so early on N ew Year's Day, I
mean-but
I figured the flight back wouldn't phase you too' much
since you were probably still high anyway.
That was a fantastic
party, huh?
I spent the day very, very quietly and didn't even
look at anything stronger than tomato juice.
Hey, do you remember Steve Record?
I think he was a year
ahead of you in high school. Currently he's going to Harvard and
is playing the mod-rebel role. I met him on the train last week
coming back to Boston. T was sitting there, still rather shaky from
all those Zombies or whatever they were, when all of a sudden I
looked up and there was this MAN standing by my seat staring at
me. After about thirty seconds I finally figured out who it was
and asked him to sit down, but, like zow-what
a shock!
He's
really changed-he's
wearing his hair long (like down to his
shoulders) and very dirty now. Would you belieue that?
Steven
Recorcl-the
librarian's
son?
Amazing.
Actually, once you get
used to him he doesn't look half bad. He's taller and much thinner
-remember
how fat and rosy his cheeks used to be? \i\f ell, now
they're hollow and pale. He could be on the stuff-his
eyes kind
of had the look. I didn't ask-thought
he might be sensitive about
it or something.
He had the Harvard uniform on: corduroy hiphuggers, garrison belt, Dylan boots, an old scroungy sweater and a
plaid muffler.
No coat. He looked rather blue around the lips.
He kept thumbing this paperback he had with him called Zen and
the Fallacy of the Third Pillar.
I think it was part of the act
because he really didn't know much about Zen.
We did have a
rather fascinating conversation though.
He told me all about some
Socialist workshop he'd just been to in Columbus, Ohio, of all places.
He kept saying, "The town, of course, is out of the question, but
there al-e some fnscin.ating people there. Really fascinating!"
We
didn't get far with that topic since the only person I'd ever met
from Columbus was a traffic cop who stopped us there once, so
Steve started telling me all about good old H.U. and all his problems
with it. He's only a sophomore, but already he's changeel his major
three times-started
in biochemistry, switched to metaphysics, and
finally landed in finite math. I-Ie's not really happy with the school
and would like to transfer, but, as he says, "Where do you go
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from Harvard?"
Indeed! He said he'd been looking into a small
school in Vermont called Thunderhill or something quaint like that.
It's small (enrollment: 110), isolated (the closest town is Danbypopulation: 500), but is fantastically liberal. Classes meet something like once a semester and the rest of the time is devoted to
independent study in any field you want (probably in trapping or
spear fishing or something).
I asked if they had good facilities, and
he admitted that it wasn't accredited yet, but, "After all," he said,
"what's a diploma anyway? Just a piece of paper. Doesn't really
matter."
Fantastic.
At this point he suddenly changed the subject again and asked
if I'd like to go to a military reception at the Naval Shipyard with
him. (I was wearing your fuchia mini-skirt and striped poorboy
and I think they kind of grabbed him. By the way, I borrowed
them from your suitcase before you left.)
"A military reception!"
I exclaimed. "Are you putting me on'?" Somehow I just couldn't
feature him in any other uniform than the one he had on. He
quickly explained that he wasn't the military-his
father was. His
father's a big man with the Navy, and they were throwing a bash
for him because he's the commander of the ship that's picked up
the most astronauts or something.
I guess Steve's mother had
given him the old either-you-go-or-I-take-aw<ly-your-credit-cards
bit,
which, as we both know, is a very potent argument for going.
Anyway, it sounded like it might be a good little happening, so we
set the time and place. I know what you're going to say-"But
he's
younger than you !"-but God, Nance, the kid looks at least thirtytwo! I mean, together we look like an ael for "Alice In Wonderland Meets Daniel Boone" or something. Besides, what's physical
age anyway? Just a number. Doesn't really matter.
Well, Friday night arrived and old Steve zoomed up right on
time in his roommate's '65 Jag-white,
five-speed, disc brakes, wire
wheels-really
tough car. I had Betsy answer the door and I made
my grand entrance a respectable seven minutes later.
Since rei
never been to a military reception before, I was rather unsure how
to dress, but I guess I did all right, because Steve seemeel pretty
impressed.
I had on my silver laime pants suit with those wild
bauble earrings you gave me for Christmas and Betsy's silver
iridescent trenchcoat.
Actually, the outfit was just right, because
Steve was wearing houndstooth slacks and a double-breasted jacket
with epaulets, a crazy flowered tie and a really tough Carnaby cap
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which made him look not quite thirty-two anymore.
Bets said we
really looked out of sight, which is what I thought, too.
When we got to the reception it was already in full swing, and
I could tell right away that it was going to be a quiet evening.
There wasn't a band-always
a bad sign-and
everyone was just
standing around drinking martinis. Besides that, we were the only
ones there under fi fty-all
the men were admirals and captains
and things, and their wives were all pudgy, grey-haired mother
images who were playing some middle-aged role which I could never
quite psych out. Steve's father was there, of course, and by the
time we arrived he was already half looped. When he saw us come
in he got all excited-turned
a wild shade of purple and started
yelling something I didn't quite catch. Steve seemed to understand,
though, and said maybe we shouldn't stay too long, but lVII-s.Record
got his father calmed down, and after a while he even carne over
and talked to us. He really looked quite distinguished in his uniform-like the captain of the ship on that old Gale Storm 'J'V show
-remember
that?
I-Ie's nice, but not anything like Steve at all.
Steve says they haven't agreed on a single issue since he was twelve.
They had an open bar, which is always nice, but unfortunately,
the bartender was rather inhibited. He was a tall, white-haired old
guy who looked like he'd come with the bar when the place was
built about three centuries ago. He reminded me of the old peasant
(Firs?) in the Cherry Orchard that time we saw it in New Haven.
Anyway, Steve started ordering all these far-out drinks like a
Sancho Panza Smash (Ever have one? They're fantastic!) which
the poor old guy just didn't dig at all. After about fifteen tries we
finally gave up and just got scotches and water. In the middle of
the room there was a huge table shaped like an anchor which was
piled with all kinds of shrimp and oysters and sausages on crackers.
They also had a big bowl of fried chicken legs. All the admirals'
wives, sprayed, polished, and encrusted with diamonds, were standing
around trying to look terribly, terribly elegant while eating these
chicken legs wrapped in green paper napkins, which, of course, was
impossible-what
a show that was! There was one Dorothy Kilgallen-type in a horrible gold brocade who was trying desperately to
eat hers without smearing her lipstick.
She looked much like a
horse reaching for an apple or something-she'd
pull her lips way
back, stick her teeth out, then take a tiny little nibble. She had a
problem, though, because the skin kept sliding off in big chunks-
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she was amazing, simply amazing.
As I said before, we were the youngest ones there, but we
mixed right in with all the brass. 'vVe got into a really interesting
discussion about navigation with one old guy who had about fourteen
rows of ribbons on his chest. Steve was thinking of majoring in
navigation before he switched to metaphysics, so he knew quite a
lot about it. I asked the admiral (or whatever) about that problem
we had with the lightning last summer, but he wasn't much help1 don't think he was too big on sailboats. After a while another
officer who looked like Captain Bligh came over and the two of
them started a wild alphabet soup conversation about God-knowswhat. It was like: "When do you leave for FOCC?"
"Don't know
yet. It's supposed to be TMSP but I heard a rumor about IVIONM."
"Really? Think you'll get FODC or POBC?"
"Are you kidding?
From FOCC?
I'll be lucky to get 5-K instead of 16-Q which isn't
even likely since I'm only TXC and you almost have to be 3RT."
Steve and I caught onto this right away and tried it for a while.
"This is a I'Ll', huh?" "Yeah. But TL, you know." "Hey, let's
CTS LF, OKBY?"
The other two started giving us unfriendly
stares so we dropped it and just sort of drifted away in the general
direction of the bar, which we discovered was closed. This is
always a sure sign that it's time to go, so we quickly and unobtrusively exited stage right and roared off to the Pumah, which
was where the action had been all along.
All things considered, I certainly can't say much for my first
military function.
I was rather disillusioned after all I'd heard
about dashing uniforms and reckless, rakish oHicers-they're
greatly
overrated, take it from me. I'd say the best part of the whole
affair was that there was a real live Vietnamese general there-I'd
always wanted to see one in the flesh. They look just like their
pictures, though.
Well, that's about all the action from the home of the bean and
the Navy. As you can see, there's not a lot happening here besides
Ed Logue and redevelopment. Have a swinging finals week, kid,
and TIB!
Militantly yours,

(JUI/#/L'/H_
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Gus went nude all summer. Whether or not this was a subject
for debate, I was not concerned-the
logic of it was all very plain.
This I reasoned, after first seeing the local hermit on a hot summer
day, when my brother, Jim, and I first invaded his private wooded
domain. I reasoned (a) it was indeed very humid weather, (b)
this was his private property, and (c) since it was a secluded spot
in the middle of a wood, who would be there to protest?
Gus lived in the woods not more than a mile hom my family's
Kentucky home. People in town, when asked about him, would
just say that he was "a little bit off."
I first heard my father
speak of him:
"Be careful about going too near Gus Williams' property," he
said. "Llc'll have a fit if you go tramping through his woods,
cracking twigs, and scaring away all his squirrels."
Then he would
add, more solemnly, "he might just shoot you by accident."
This last statement, when let fall upon the ears 0 f my spirited
older brother, acted as a biological catalyst.
Jim immediately
determined that he and I should visit this unusual character, and
determine to our own satisfaction his exact nature.
It was to our credit, and even today I am amazed and gratified
as I look back on the situation, that my brother and I accepted the
entire project in an unbiased spirit, having no preconceived likes or
dislikes for this man, and having no fear of giving him a chance
to reveal his personality to our approval or condemnation.
Indeed,
T think it is one of the greatest qualities of childhood, a quality
which too often becomes vestigial and anachronistic in adulthood,
that the child can first seek an individual character, can seek interaction with that character, and, finally, can judge it only on its
relative merits.
Vie knew Gus existed. vVe had seen his empty shotgun shells
on the floor of the woods. Beside the bridge crossing a ueek we
once found several squirrel tails and remains of their fur. Here
Gus bad stopped after a clay's stalking in the woods, and had skin* Freshman
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ned his squirrels. We knew he existed, but we wanted. to see Gus.
We wanted to know who he was and what he looked like.
On a summer day Jim and I followed the path we knew would
take us to his house. As we came out of the woods we were greeted
by the sight of a large field, covered with clover, and of a mass of
blackberry bushes lining the woods all around.
'vVe proceeded
forward with an unwavering surety. Then we saw him.
Gus was standing by one of the many bee hives which stood
in the clover field near his barn and home. He was a medium-sized
man, rather heavy, about fifty years old. He wore a farmer's
billed denim hat, to protect his bald head from the sun, a large work
shirt, work shoes and socks, and nothing else. Of course he was
surprised to see us.
"Hi," my brother said. He spoke so nonchalantly one would
have thought he met such people every day.
"Howdy."
Jim immediately went into introductions:
"We just came over to see this part of the woods," he added.
"We've never been here before."
"So you're J.R.'s boys, are you? Well, don't mind my appearance. I always go around like this in the summertime."
Gus
realized from the start that we were there as children, and thus to
be trusted.
After minutes of talking-mostly
on the fine points of caring
for honey bees-we three went to his back patio, sat down on chairs,
and Jim and I listened to our first formal lecture.
We discovered that Gus was a political scientist. He began a
speech which would be the envy of any politician, and enlivened it
with all the controversies of the day. Foreign policy was his main
topic-he undoubtably considered local issues too mundane to discuss.
"Now, President Eisenhower ain't doing this right," he would
begin; then he would start discussing the merits and demerits of
the administration in power, of the one preceeding it, and of all the
candidates aspiring to the next administration.
Gus would use
"pi.0 " here an d""con t Irere, Ire wou Id use logic in one place and
sympathy in another, syllogism for "A" and profanity concerninz
"13".us G' coul~ combl?e all the forms and precepts of politics,b
from the most liberal views on morality and nudism, to the 1110st
conservative ideas on economics and military policy, and fuse them
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into a unified and tremendously impassioned monologue. This was
his own hedonistic calculus, the result of hours spent meditating in
the woods along quiet stream hanks, This was Gus Williams-a
thinking American.
Gus stopped speaking.
He had finished his speech, he had
defeated his opponents, he bad saved the United States government
from anarchy and destruction.
He then looked at Jim and me.
With the perspiration rolling down the sides of his face, Gus smiled.
"You know," he said slowly, "people in town think I'm crazy,
living out here all by myself. Well, I've got everything I need. I
got a nice warm house and plenty of food. My brother-in-law
brings my groceries up every week. And I got a radio and a T.V.
What more do I need? I got money. There's bee honey, and all
my land's in the 'Soil Bank.'"
He looked anxiously at us, awaiting our approval. His political
speech we could not understand, his fine points of logic were above
us, and there we merely sat in polite ignorance.
But here was
something we could understand.
Yes, we agreed that he was right,
and secretly we both envied him.
My brother and I left. We had seen Gus-had
seen his bees,
his house and barn, his rifles and shotgun.
We knew Gus Williams well, even though we had known him only for an hour. As
soon as we were back onto the path leading home we began to talk
excitedly about what we had seen and heard. We stopped for a
while at the bridge over the creek. For a moment neither of us
spoke, then Jim said,
"He's not so bad. He's not crazy, I don't think."
"He's not any worse than Babe McCarthy, who makes moonshine," I added.
"Yeah.
At least Gus doesn't hurt anybody.
He just does
things his own way, runs his own farm like he wants to."
Perhaps we did not really understand Gus. Perhaps neither of
us do today. I still ask myself the questions, "Why did he hate
people-yet like Jim and me so well? And why did he live by himself-yet
listen to every newscast, concern himself with every fragment of occurrence coming to him from the outside world? At the
time we just went away, our minds aroused and our questions still
unanswered.
\iV e agreed on all our assumptions about Gus, and as
a note of finality my brother added,
"But he charges too much for his honey."
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"How exquisite!" sighed the young woman emptily, to herself.
She held the book in her left hanel, and with her thumb she turned
the page of her paperback Handel.
Her right band held a strap
fastened to the roof of the speeding and swaying subway car.
Below and in front of her, in one of the long subway seats, a
large woman in a long shabby brown coat with a frayed collar and
two missing buttons bent slightly forward and coughed.
With a
calloused and trembling hand, the woman painfully leaned back and
pulled a torn white handkerchief from her right coat pocket and
slowly wiped her mouth. She wore no makeup, and a faded blue
scarf covered most of her tumbled mass of graying hair.
On the woman's left sat a little hoy and a little girl, both
dressed in knee-length faded blue coats and both with legs too
short to touch the floor of the car.
"You did too," said the little boy, looking at his sister.
"I did not!" the little girl screamed.
"You did too," the little boy said again, and he punched his
sister in the nose with his small fist.
From the seat across the aisle, a trim middle-aged man in a
well-tailored black overcoat lowered his evening paper at the little
girl's scream. He glared at the children and at the woman in the
brown coat who did nothing, and then he raised his paper again,
hiding his face except for his forehead and his short black hat with
its narrow brim.
Farther up in the center of the car, a bum with an unshaven
face, a blue checked corduroy waist-length jacket, and overalls,
slumped against a post beside his seat, trying to sleep, his arms
folded.
Beside him on the seat, a young man in a clark green suit, a
wrinkled white shirt open at the neck, a loosened green tie, an
open tan overcoat, and a black hat with a narrow brim, kept
shaking the bum, trying to talk to him. Fie sat sprawled on the
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seat, a silly look on his face. Obviously, he had been a little too
merry since leaving- his office [or the day.
Across the aisle, a teenager in a black leather jacket and a
black motorcycle cap sat with folded arms, watching the young man
through narrowed eyes. The fuzz of a coming beard adorned his
chin, and a cigarette dangled from his lips. His tight blue jeans
contrasted oddly with his high black Italian button shoes with
pointed toes. The hilt of a huntinub knife bo-learned over the top of
his right shoe.
The only other passengers were the three men in work clothes
with lunchboxes, who sat talking in low voices at the far end of
the car.
Through the closed windows of the subway car, concrete supports and the occasional lights of a station flashed by in a blur as
the 6 :30 express roared through the tunnel.
Oblivious to. all this, the young woman stood, swaying and
holding the strap while she read her book The only person in the
car to whom she had paid attention when she entered the car was
the man in the black overcoat, who ignored her.
"Shakespeare is a marvelous writer," she said to herself withaut feeling as she turned another page with her thumb. Then, as
she felt the car slow dawn, she thought, "Let me see now, haw
many stops so. far? Four? Yes, this is where I get of f."
She closed the book with her hand as the train stopped. Then,
letting go the strap and holding her head high, she walked to the
door and stepped outside to the platform.
Her high heels clacked as she strode quickly through the dimly
lighted station, looking neither to. her right nor left. She ware a
long blue coat aver a yellow dress. She was just under six feet
tall, with brunette hail- and neatly applied makeup.
She carried
her book in her right hand and her brown purse all a strap slung
over her arm.
Ignoring the aid woman seated against the station wall holding
out a tin cup, the young woman quickly climbed the old and cracked
concrete stairs to the street, where she turned to. the right.
It was grawing dark outside, the dirty white clouds becoming
less and less distinguishable against the navy blue winter sky.
Along the side of the street an which the yaung woman walk-eel,
her heels clacking an the sidewalk, old and faded houses stretched
close to. the sidewalk as far as she could see. Closely packed two-
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story houses with painted gables, rounded bays, and concrete porches
with long steps.
Across the old asphalt-covered street with bricks showing
through the worn spots, the muddy land sloped away and extended
back to the wire fence of the big shoe-manufacturing plant.
Down the street, the young woman turned toward one of the
houses, went up the steps, and into the house.
As she closed the door behind her, Steve Monigan came out
of his downstairs apartment and walked toward her. He was just
a year or two older than the young woman, and he wore a pair of
gray slacks and a white shirt open at the neck.
Ignoring him, the young woman started to climb the stairs to
her apartment.
"Hey, wait," Steve called. She stopped and turned, looking
at him.
"Look, I've got two tickets to the fights tonight," Steve said.
"Would you like to go?"
She hesitated.
Then, looking down at her book, she said
quickly, "No, thank you."
"Why not?" Steve demanded, hurt.
"You doing' something
else tonight?"
"1'n1 sorry," the young woman said, as thoug hshe were addressing a child. She turned and marched up the stairs, her head
held high.
Inside her small three-room apartment, she turned on a light
and laid her book and purse on the overstuffed chair by the c100r.
She paused a moment, staring down at the worn carpet.
"Maybe I could go back down and apologize and ask to go
after all," she thought. It might be fun just this once. But no!
She wouldn't!
"Cultured people don't associate with persons like him," she
thought. "And they certainly don't go to the fights!"
She sat down on the old overstuffed davenport. She really had
no other plans for the evening. Perhaps she could go to the concert
tonight. But where would she get the money?
"When will I be able to start living right?" she asked herself,
looking distastefully around the narrow r00111. "If only some
truly cultured person would recognize my talents and give me a
better job."
She was a clerk
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stores.
Her fellow workers were so uncultured-they
didn't care
for operas, concerts, or lectures. And, really, neither did she.
"But you have to have some standards!" she almost said aloud.
She believed that all people should live like the cultured people
whom one sees in the society pages of the newspapers.
They were
always holding dignified dinner parties, attending the operas, or
sponsoring private lectures or concerts. She worshipped them and
believed in their religion of culture.
Where she was concerned, there could be no poor, no squalor,
no violence. She refused to see such things. All that she saw was
culture-cultured
things, cultured places, cultured people.
True, her apartment could not compare to those of the rich.
But it wasn't really so bad, and it was only temporary, until she
could do better.
She looked at her watch. Almost 7 :30. If she hurried, she
could eat and still be in time for tonight's public lecture in the
church around the corner.
She rose from the davenport, removed her coat and draped it
over the chair by the door. Then she walked quickly past the
davenport and into her tiny kitchen and snapped on the lig-ht.
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Captain Qardinet~ &.rimshatJ
~Odr\

CanCJ

O'Sun-lvan

Help you, Ma'am?
Ayeh, we got some real nice Macs. Got
some good Delicious, too, Ma'am.
Just the MacIntosh?
Yes,
Ma'am. Ayeh, I can tell you. You mean the big stone house down
there by the road, don't you, Ma'am? Eulivia Gardiner ·McGowan
owns it, Ma'am, Lives there by herself now, since Cat'n Gardiner
-that's
her father-passed
away about eight, maybe ten years ago
at the age of ninety-six.
You want to know about that house,
Ma'am, I can sure tell you about it. Cup of tea? It's been slow
in the store-always
is after the summer people go away, you know.
I'd be happy to have you, Ma'am. Mary Irons is my name-husband's family has had this store almost as long as the Gardiners
have had that house. That wasn't the first Gardiner homestead,
though, you know. No, old T0111Gardiner was the very first white
man to settle in these parts-left
the colony over at Saybrook shortly
after it started in the 1640's, I've heard. Wanted to make it on
his own, so to speak. He came over here when there was nothing
here but trees, the bay, and the Indians. He made friends with the
Pequods, then built a cabin up there on the other side of that hill
over the bay. Started building boats, and pretty soon other people
came and settled around. They made the Post Road through here,
which was a stroke of luck, and after that the Gardiners were pretty
well set. Tom's grandson, Samuel, took over the shipping business
when his grand father died and refitted the whole fleet for whalers.
Anchored them OVO" at New London, when it was just starting as a
whaling port, then he built that house in the Post Road with the
money he made. It's a grand house, too. Big orchard in the back
you can't see from the road; Mrs. McGowan still keeps the garden
up, too; does it all herself. Course, 1110stof the rooms inside are
closed now, since she lives alone and hardly ever gets company,
She still keeps the Capt'ri's study open, though, and that's a beautiful
r00111. I was in it only once, when I was a child. All around the
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Capen were still here. Does alrnost as well as he did too' guess
that's because she was alone so much when she was YOU:1g. I-lad to
take the man's part, you know. Not that she's not a lady, though;
don't get the wrong idea. All of us in the village look up to the
Canliners-always
have been the best family in the area-refined
and all, you know. That Baptist Church over there-that
was built
mostly with Gardiner money about a hundred years ago. Eulivia
still tithes the same as the Cardiners always did-the church will be
sorry when she's gone, though I daresay they'll get a sizeable chunk
of the will. NO' one else to leave it to', God knows.
Look like? \IVell, Eulivia's no beauty-never
was. You respect her as soon as you see he)', though-she's
got the Gardiner
build. Kind of lanky and smooth-like
there's a lot of strength
there you'd never suspect if you didn't know better. She's got a
staunch air about her-like
she can take whatever she has to. Perhaps you'll see her-comes
by here every day at the same time.
"Regular as clockwork," Mr. Irons always says. More tea, Ma'am?
Livy McGowan settled her big black cape around her gaunt
shoulders, picked up her father's cane from its corner by the fireplace, and pushed open her back door with a determined shove.
Stepping out onto the flagstone po-rch, she peered up at the harel,
bright October sky and sniffed the air appraisingly.
Not much
time left, she figured.
Scallopping season would open next weekend, and with the scalloppers came the heavy frosts. It was just
as well, for she was almost finished anyway. Just a few 1110redays
and she could settle down fo-r the winter. A trace of a self-satisfied
smile flitted across her face and disappeared as she once more arranged her cloak and set off down the walk to the road. She turned
right at the gate and headed for the village, if one could call it a
village. It was really nothing more than a few old houses and a
green-shuttered, white-columned church. Most of the congregation
lived closer to New London, back the other wayan the Post Road,
but the site was a pretty one for the church-set
back from the
road, trees all around, the bay just barely showing around. the
corner of the hill. Reverend Conant was raking leaves under the
big oak tree that stood in front of the building as Enlivia approached.
She saluted him smartly with her cane before she strode past, and
he waved his ann eagerly and called good morning to her. She
chuckled sO'ftly.Poor
old man. His aclmiration fur the Gardiners
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was absolutely boundless.
Whenever he spoke to her of them, his
watery blue eyes shone and his oily bald pate fairly glistened with
solicitude. He was always so glad to see her-and
glad to get my
tithe, too," she added grimly.
But she chuckled again.
Why, if
he knew, if he even suspected-well,
it didn't really matter what he
would do , fur he never would know-none
of them would-not
until it was too late, until she was dead and there were no. more
Gardiners left to. wurry about their good name.
Abruptly she turned to the left and crossed the road, entering
the dense woods through a barely visible break in the trees.
The
path she took was the roadbed that her ancestors had made a century
and a half ago when they lived on the hill. The road was overgrown with weeds and brambles 110W, but the wagon ruts were still
discernible in places where it was wider. Her father's cane thumped
the old path softly as she began climbing the slope.
It was acid
about Papa's cane, she reflected.
From the time he made it until
the time he died, he had seldom been without it. He had polished
and etched the tooth of a sperm whale to make the head, and he'd
gotten the mahogany for the shaft from the West Indies.
He'd
made the whole thing, hom the metal tip to the scrimshaw ships
sailing around the knob, on the last voyage of the Desdemona.
After
that, the cane had become such a part of him that she never would
have thought of using it while he was alive; now, though, it seemed
to fit her as well as it had Papa. The ivory head felt smooth and
warm in her long, bony fingers, and it never got too heavy to carry.
Sometimes, she thought that if it hadn't been for Papa's cane, she
wouldn't have even tried to go on after they were all dead. But
she had gone on, after all. Livy stopped her climb and turned to
look at the village below. All she could see above the heavy trees
were the second floor of her big grey house and the roof and steeple
of the Baptist Church.
For a moment she gazed intently at the
steeple, then gave a disparaging snort and turned back to climb the
last few steps to the crest of tile hill.
Under the shade of a tall maple tree she stopped again, this
time looking down the opposite slope to the bay stretched out in the
sunlight before her. A few small fishing boats freckled its cobaltblue, diamond sparkling surface, and out past the point the Ledge
Light stood like a stoical, impassive sentinel guarding the treasures
of the bay. The beaches along the shore below were deserted except for a few strutting seagulls picking at the refuse left by the
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slimmer people.
Livy :McGowan, who professed to hate the sea,
stood for a long time with squinting, far-away eyes, staring past
the boats, past the lighthouse, out to the hard blue line of the
horizon. Finally she sighed, shook herself, and resolutely descended
to the ruins of a cabin which lay just on the other side of the hill.
The roof of the Gardiners' first home had long ago fallen in,
and large gaping holes had appeared in the floor boards inside.
Livy barely noticed the cabin, however, and headed instead for a
trap door that lay in the ground near the back steps. She heaved
it up, and slid it of f by its rusty iron ring, and then slowly descended
a step ladder into the cabin's former fruit cellar. It was a small,
earth-walled r00111 that Thomas Gardiner had dug for several purposes, hom the storage of his fishing nets to escape from Indian
attack.
The roo 11 1 into which Livy climbed now, however, was
much changed from the days of T0111Gardiner.
Piled in one corner
was a neat mound of fire wood, and in another a big wooden crate
stood ready for waste.
Against one long wall was a set of plank
shelves nearly filled with rows of neatly labelled gallon jugs, and in
the very center of the damp earthen floor, glowing dully in the faint
light from the trap door, stood the conglomeration of copper tubing
and kettles which made up the Gardiner still, a relatively recent
invention of Captain Elia Gardiner, Livy's father.
Livy stood for
a moment at the bottom of the ladder and breathed in the warm,
fragrant odor of her favorite pumpkin gin.
Carefully she scrutinized the whole room, automatically counting the jugs all the shelf and noting with satisfaction that Homer
had gotten enough wood to last until they closed up for the winter.
Sbe bustled around the still, emptying old mash into the wooden
crate, filling the tubs with the mash she'd brought in the hot water
bottles hooked under her cloak, adding a few well placed sticks on
the smoldering fire. Papa had taught her how to lay the fire so
they'd use the least wood and have to attend to it only twice a day.
Papa had taught her everything about the operation-the
recipes,
the aging processes, the best woods to use. He'd arranged the whole
thing himself and then had brought Homer and her up and showed
them. Homer, the local egg man and life-long friend of the captain,
had loyally pledged secrecy and had arranged for distribution of
their products.
What with nearly half the state dry now, there was
no problem selling it, for although there were plenty of home brews
available, theirs was the only brand around that didn't rot one's
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stomach. The recipes were ones Papa had collected in his travels
and the fruit they used was mostly grown in their own orchard.
They, had the summer trade all wrapped up; some people even said
it was better than the legal stuff they got in Hartford.
So every
year she made enough fruit wine to pay her church tithe, and to
pay Homer, and to have a little left to tide her over through the
winter.PapLl
had said that it was the only way. When he'd sold
out the fleet he was already in debt, for the motorized ships had
dealt a death-blow to the sail-powered whalers.
He'd managed to
keep Royal in Yale by selling the Gardiner furniture,
piece by
beloved piece, room by 1'00111 until finally Royal graduated.
Of
course, Royal never knew, nor did anyone else except Homer, and
Homer was the only one who would understand anyway.
Livy looked around her.
Her work in the cellar was almost
finished.
After peering at the labels, she took a few of the jugs
of f a shelf, poured their contents into the hot water bottles and
hooked them back under her cloak. Then she carefully unscrewed
the knob of Captain Gat-diner's cane and taking a small jug from
a special section of the top shelf, she filled the shaft of the cane
with pumpkin gin. Casting one final look around the cellar, Livy
climbed up into the bright October day and dropped the trap door
back into place.
The sun was warm on the front steps of the old cabin, and
Livy, sitting on a half-rotted board and sipping gin from the inverted knob of her cane, wished that winter wouldn't come at aIL
It always made her sad to close down the still, for she felt as if
she were losing a part of Papa when she did. Cupping the smooth,
round head of his cane in both her hands, she ran her thumbs
caressingly over the blue schooners and barks sailing forever in a
circle 011 the ivory sea. Raising her eyes to the' brilliant bay before
her, she squinted again at the space beyond the Ledge Light.
She
took a sip of gin, a small ironic smile playing around her lips, and
slowly shook her head at the sea.
:;:

*

*

*

There she is now, Ma'am, coming back from her morning walk.
See how straight and tall she moves? Does lean a bit on that cane
though, doesn't she?
Mr. Irons says the only thing the Baptist
Church is waiting on before it gets its new organ' is its share of the
last Gardiner will, and I wouldn't be a bit surprised if it wasn't too
long in coming, the poor old soul.
.
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Socks sagging, jaw adroop
Ruth walks the six blocks
From Carrolton Avenue to the Friendly Family Foocl Market.
Three times a day she goes
At least
For lemons or Lysol.
Caesar-like she waves her stubby hands
at the milkman, or a Chevroletful
of men in overalls picking their teeth.
In some buzzy dream chamber of her half brain
Her brown paper bag
Makes her Santa Claus or Somebody.
The man at the Friendly Family Foodmarket smiles
Benignly.
I wonder what will happen when the A&P
Builds their Super Serve- Your-Self Market on the site.
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Tragedy is suffering on a godlike scale. It touches hands with
joy and exultation and wonder. When we agonize, as when we
exult, we have achieved our greatest capacity to feel; we have
disclosed the deepest reaches of our hearts; in short, we have
discovered ourselves. The significance of our lives-does
it not
depend at last upon our ability to suffer?
If a swallow could feel
pain as Hamlet does, would a man have more value than a bird?
In short, suffering is the yardstick by which we measure our souls;
tragedy and awareness go hand in hand.
"Man is the only animal that weeps," writes Hazlitt, "for he
is the only animal that is struck by the difference between what
things are and what they ought to be." A tragedian sees something
irremediably wrong in the world and attempts to explain it. Why,
if God is just, do the innocent suffer?
Why does evil triumph?
Why is man's existence negated by death?
The bitter and the
despai ring, the Eustacia Vyes and Ethan Frornes do not g'ive us
our answers.
So, too, the death of a child breaks the heart but
does not explain the "wrongness" of life. For our insights we
turn to the tragic sufferer.
A new and intolerable truth and a soul
great enough to face it-these
are what make a tragedy.
Surely,
then, no man can be tragic and not know why he suffers.
Beethoven
knew. He who wrote the Eroica might be deaf, but he was no
dumb, drivien victim of his fate. Hecuba knew why Troy must
fall. "Yet had God not . . . cast to earth our greatness," she says,
". . . men would have found no theme in song for us nor made
great poems from our sorrows." Whenever a soul in suffering can
reflect upon the meaning of that suffering, a new, a tragic awareness results.
*
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Whatever the tragedy, it raises one inescapable question'
\tVhy
does man suffer?
Man himself provides the answer when he endures adversity with courage and grace.
Noble suffering assures
us of our worth; it declares that there is glory in man who can so
dignify his sorrow.
The American Indian, knowing himself defeated yet fighting 011. Brutus, brought to ruin by his murder of
Caesar, yet always "the noblest Roman of them all." Vve marvel
at their power to feel and are challenged, in turn, to feel as deeply.
Though powerless to escape suf Iering, we can always suf fer nobly.
\iVe can overcome our destiny of pain, transform defeat into triumph.
\tVe can emerge from any plight "the masters of our fates, the captains of our souls." There is that in Socrates drinking the hemlock,
in Christ nailed to the cross, which stirs us to exultation.
Through
them we discover the destiny of mall. Through them we become
aware of ourselves.
"Nothing that is vast enters into the life of mortals without a
curse," wrote Sophocles.
Adam and Eve lose their Eden when they
eat of the Tree of Knowledge.
Prometheus must suffer for aspiring
to the wisdom of Zeus.
Always, man measures himself by his
response to suffering.
YAlepity those rendered numb or bitter Dr
inexpressive by their grief, but we bow before a soul in agony. \tVe
reverence Michelangelo's
Pieta with its deep and terrible sorrow.
We consider a Rembrandt of more value than a Hals, In our hearts
we know only sorrow could produce music like Tachaikousky's
Sixth. SY1'l~/)hoNy or dramas that sound the soul as Shakespeare's
do. Deep clown we know the best in us-courage
and nobility and
pride-come
to the Iore when we suffer.
Finally, we must admit
that man was meant to suffer.
It is a hard, an intolerable truth,
but it is a truth that makes us wise.
Thus, tragedy and awareness go hand in hand. To be aware
is to know ourselves fully, our capabilities and our limitations.
Man
may be godlike, but he is not a god. He cannot escape his destiny,
which is to suffer.
He orders his life by issuing laws, yet is driven
hither and yon by the whims amI caprices of Fate. He struggles and
fails and dies. nut man need never feel himself a victim, for there
is that in each of us which can make of defeat a victory. In tragic
suffering we catch a glimpse of ourselves that reconciles us to our
lot. \tVe can be proud to be what we are-human
beings sharing a
destiny that is both terrible and glorious.
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Ok, so what's your game?
Oh, yeah, they said you'd be
around. A real headshrinker, huh? Hey, you know, you're the
first one I ever met. Yeah, my mother goes to one all the time,
but you're the first real live one I've talked to. No bit with the
couch, though, huh? Well, I guess you have to expect that around
here.
Sure, I'll tell you about it. You probably know what I'm here
for. Yeah, it was a pot party-last
night at my house. Nobody
was home, you see, that's why we had it there-I
mean, my parents
aren't potheads or anything. They're in Spain now-they
left just
before vacation started.
My sister was home from school for a
while, but then she went skiing in Vermont with her boyfriend, so
I've been home alone all week. So I was really glad when BillBill Carl-he's
in here someplace, too-well,
he called yesterday
and said he'd gotten some stuff in the Village. We called a couple
other guys and got some elates, and they all come over last night
around eight. It was our regular crowd, mostly. 'vVe used to have
pot parties at the beach last summer, but really, it's better in a
house where you can spread out and get comfortable and really turn
on, you know? Well, anyway, they all came over last night and
we started puffing-it
was really nice-a real smooth affair until
the heat showed, I still don't know who fingered us-they
won't
let me talk to any of the other guys. I don't have a clue who tipped
them off about it. They brought us here and I haven't seen anybody except my father's lawyer since-from
the real world, I mean.
My parents?
Oh, yeah, they were mad, I guess, but mostly
because I called them in Spain, 1 think. My father kept yelling
about never being able to have any peace and quiet and did the
whole tired-businessman bit. My mother didn't say too much-she
usually doesn't get excited. She just asked if it was going to be in
the papers. It was, wasn't it? Yeah, well, finally my father got
on the line again and told me to call his Jawyer and to keep my
mouth shut. Oh, yeah, he also said it was pretty stupid to get
caught. My parents weren't too surprised, though, there's been a
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lot of it going around Greenwich lately-people
are kind of getting
used to it now. The ones I feel sorry for are the girls-it's
bad
enough [or a guy to have a record, but a girl-well, if it gets around
too much she can really be hung-up socially. All the ones there last
night were swingers, too, I mean, like their fathers are all big deals
and all that. This could really screw them up college-wise, too, you
know? Could screw us all up, for that matter. What do you think
we'll get? I heard the judge is a real bear about it cause so many
kids were going in for it around here. Like, zow, I've been III
trouble before, but this time they may really have me.
Yeah, I was in trouble a couple of times, but I never had to go
to court about it. One time, there was this girl up at school-St.
J ames' Prep up in Massachusetts-e-anyway, there was this townie
up there that I used to bang around with for a while. Well, she
got pregnant and all that, but rny father's lawyer worked it outpaid off her old man or something, I don't know. I haven't seen
her in a long time. Don't know if she ever had the kid or not.
Then there was this other time, when I was sixteen. A bunch of
us stole a car one night-just
for kicks, you know? VI,! e took off
for the city, but we didn't even get to the state line before they got
us. The lawyer got me out of that one, too-out
of court. My
dad's pretty good at that stuff, really. Otherwise-well,
he's ok,
I guess. I hardly ever see him. I've been going away to school
since I was eleven, and he's always away on trips and things, anyway. He's a big man in the city though, so he kind of has to play
that role. And my mother, well, she's all right. She makes the
party scene all the time, so she's not home much either. Usually
she goes to Bermuda or someplace for the winter.
She and my
father fight all the time, but they're not divorced or anything, at
least not yet. My sister and I just try to stay out of their way when
they're horne, cause it's easier that way. My sister-Francie-is
a
couple of years older than I arn-goes to Smith. vVe've always been
close, you know?
I guess cause my parents were never around.
But now she's usually with her boyfriend, so I don't even see her
much anymore. I can't complain though-I've
always gotten pretty
much what I wanted. Like I have my own boat and I got a car as
soon as I was sixteen. They give me a pretty good allowance too,
which is more than a lot 0 [ guys get. I guess they're not the greatest
parents in the world, but they're ok. I mean, like my father never
hit me or anything, except a couple 0 [ times when he was drunk.

/
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Do I drink? Hell, yes-what
do you think? The New York
line's only twenty minutes away, for God's sake. vVe've been going
over since we were fifteen.
A whole carload of guys would go,
and whoever looked the oldest went in and got the stuff, then we'd
drive around drinking it. I usually bought it cause I'm tall, you
know? After a while you get to know the places where they don't
card you, and you never have any trouble. After I got my car, it
was really great-I would bomb over before a date and pick up some
stuff, then we'd go to a drive-in or someplace. Man, we used to
get so smashed it was unreal. I guess it was last summer, though,
when we started getting bored with the old pint-and-a-drive-in bit.
Some kid started telling us about how they used to get high at school
on cough syrup, and we decided to try it. It got to be a really big
thing for a while, then we started mixing it with goof balls and
bennies-that's
even wilder. This guy we knew had a contact out
on the Island-it
was really a good deal for us. One night around
the end of July this one kid-well,
I don't know exactly what he
took, but whatever it was, it was too much. He was always kind of
a dumb kid, anyway. They found him the next day out behind a
beach house-nobody
knew exactly how he got there or anything.
That really put the heat on, though, and you couldn't get a pill
unless you were dying and fifteen doctors said it was ok.
So we went back to booze for a while, then this kid made a
contact in the Village and started getting pot for us. It was a lot
more expensive than the pills, a hell 0 f a lot 1110re,but it wasn't as
if we couldn't get the money. Like at my house-my parents always
have cash laying around. After that, we were on pot for the rest
of the summer, and, man, what a di fference!
Well, you see, with
the pills, you get a kick, sure-it's
like you could run forever if you
wanted to, or fly or something.
Or else-depends
on what you
take-you
just feel kind of dreamy and above it all-like
you'll
never die. And everything's beautiful-the
world's beautiful, the
music's beautiful, your girl's beautiful, you're beautiful-everything.
You just kind of float along and look at it all, you know?
But with the weed, it's elifferent. All of a sudden you're there
-it's happening and you dig all kinds of things you never really got
before at all. Like you hear something new in the music, or you
see something in someone you never even suspected.
You know?
Everything jumps out at you-every thing's clear and simple and
sharp. You see all the big things that matter and all the petty
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things you say and do that don't matter at all. It's just big things
and you. I mean, it's a feeling you don't even come close to on
beer or pills-it's
not physical like that.
Once I felt that way when I wasn't on pot. It was when
Francie-that's
my sister I told you about-Francie
was in this
wreck one night. They called us up hom the hospital and said to
come down right away-that
she might not live. So we all went
down-my
mother and my father and I. It was like one in the
morning when we got there, and we sat there almost all night. My
father kept walking around yelling at my mother for letting her go
out with boys in cars and that whole bit, but my mother just sat
there and looked kind of blank. She's not the type to cry or anything-she
just sat there. I kept thinking-all
night-what
I'd do
if she died. I thought I'd probably go crazy or something like that
-she was all I had, you know? So anyway, we waited there in this
clingy little room with a crazy dock that ticked like a time bomb.
Finally at quarter of six a doctor came in and said she was going to
live. When I heard that, I just took off. Ran out of the hospital
and just kept going until I couldn't run anymore and I fell down in
the grass along the side of the road. It was early June, and the
sun was just starting to come up. Everything was drenched in
dew, and it was all kind of sparkling and shiny. The whole world
was beautiful, as if I'd never seen it before. The flowers and the
grass were fantastic, and the sky was unbelievable and the birds'
singing was the most beautiful thing I'd ever heard. It was like
somebody had pulled a blanket off my head and all of a sudden I
could see and hear and smell for the first time. It was amazing,
really. Pretty soon my parents came along and picked me up. They'd
been fighting again-about
whether Mother should go to Greece
the next day as she'd planned or not-and
the feeling faded and I
fell back to the same old dirty world again. But that's how I feel
on pot-like
I did that clay after I found out Francie wouldn't die.
I guess that's why I take it, really. I mean, if you can forget about
your crummy stinking life and all the crummy stinking people in it,
if you can just get out of yourself and be something good and clean
for a change, why not? What's so wrong with it, for God's sake?
I never feel like I'm breaking a law 01- any think. You know?
Hey, so what do you think we'll get? You must have some
idea. God, I hope it's only a fine-I'm
supposed to be back at
school next week for a game-I'm
on the team, you know?

/
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At 8 :30 a.m. the summer had sunk the city into stifling humidity and dirt. Samuel Manrique helped set out the baskets of peaches
and bananas in front of the store. The comer street sign read,
"9th Avenue and 35th Street." His father, in a fruit-stained apron,
arrangeel the grapes and cherries in the outdoor stand. He anxiously
eyed the white-collar workers who were walking from the 42nd
Street bus terminal to the big trucking corporation.
The truck
drivers spat contemptuously as they thought of them in the air conditioned offices five stories above. A group of massive drivers
walked from the loading platform across the street to Gorge Manrique's stand.
"Eh Sammy," they called to the twelve year old boy, "dontcha
gonna tell your pop the fruit's gonna rot today? Throw me a sweet
peach, hokay?"
Sam tossed it as the driver flipped a dime to his father.
Mr.
Manrique turned to a heavy Spanish woman.
Samuel took this
opportunity to duck down the street. He banged on the window
that said, "Italian Ices, rainbow flavors."
Joey Rojas opened it to
greet him with a waft of stale fish-air.
"I have to work until 8 :00 tonight.
Get the guys and bring
them up to the roof at 9 :00," he yelled and ran back to the stand.
By 9 :00 the street had cooled. Old men and women sat on
their stoops in lawn chairs, kitchen chairs, and stools watching the
street lights change from green to yellow to red. They conversed in
Spanish more than English.
One by one, five boys entered the
nearly condemned apartment building, climbed eight flights of stairs
and opened the heavy c100r to the roof. They all sat around the
broken and grimy windows of the skylight. Although the stars and
* Freshman
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sky stretched bounteously above, the sounds of the subways and
buses below imprisoned their minds. The boys sat in silence awaiting
the important decision from their leader, Samuel.
The decision
came.
"Old man Verdes is the one," he hissed between his teeth.
Approval shone on the other young dirty faces. They became
immediately involved in the excitement of planning and revising
plans until they all agreed. Then they nervously descended the eight
flights. They laughed a lot.
Ten minutes later J',I1r. Verdes looked up from his bedroom
chair to see his apartment door swing open.
Six figures threw
something inside and then ducked out of sight. The old man gasped
at the flash of light, the loud explosion and the thick black smoke
that filled the outer room. I-Ie continued to stare at the ruined mess
helplessly until a neighbor finally took him out.
The boys scattered and met again later on their roof.
"That makes our fourth victim," said Samuel proudly.
But
inside he was not proud.
"Is this the last?" little Joey Rojas dared ask. "\iVhy are we
doin' this anyway."
The question bad never occurred to Samuel.
He only knew
that this act of violence and cruelty was the only thing that permitted him to ignore his own poverty and surroundings.
An older
world had given him a crude existence, and he wanted to destroy
those who were materially secure. So the boy blew up living rooms
as if he were liquidating his own misery. He was not alone in his
feelings, for five of his friends eagerly helped him. But none of
them could answer the question, "Why ?" with anything but a "why
not."
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'1'0111 Schaefer, tall, tanned and twenty-two
years old, charged
over the top of a boulder, dropped to the other side, and crouched
there with his head between his knees. The languid July afternoon
floated quietly on for a moment, then the air was suddenly filled
with the boom 0 I an explosion. Dirt and rocks shot out from the
blast and choked the day with even more dust and heat; Tom
remained crouched where he was for a minute, somehow feeling
that if he moved he wouldn't be able to breathe. Suddenly a grating
voice jarred him into motion.
"All right, you guys, we're not playing hide-and-seek, ya know.
Get over here and start diggin'."
Tom stood slowly and began
methodically to brush the dirt from his shoulders and head. Ventries,
the foreman, stood on top of a flat rock, watching him.
"Come on, Schaefer, get diggin'.
You're no better than us,
ya know," he yelled. Tom sullenly shouldered his shovel and moved
towards the blast site with the rest of the crew. Wearily they began
to shovel away the debris from the rock they'd just shattered, their
backs already wet in the heat of Maine's afternoon sun.
Always somebody telling me what to do, Tom thought, viciously
jamming his shovel under a rock. Four years of it at that crummy
Academy, and now this dumb foreman who probably never even
got through the fifth grade. This job was almost more than he
could take, and if he hadn't needed the money for his alimony
payments, he would have walked out in a minute. Every time he
thought about where he should be right now, he almost left anyway.
On a cutter out of Boston-that's
where he should be, or on a PT
in the Bay of Tonkin-anyplace
but in Topsham, Maine, working
for the godclam Ventries Construction Company at $2.83 an hour,
with stinking time and a half for setting explosives. He still coulcln't
believe it had really happened-it
had been so close to the end. In
just five days it would've been over-he would have been out, with
his commission and his degree and everything would have been ok.
He'd even started to relax a bit when June Week started-after
all,
he'd made it since January with no trouble. And then they got the
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phone call. It must have been Barbara, or maybe her fathcr-e-he
was pretty sure the two guys at the Academy who knew wouldn't
do it. God, he just couldn't believe that in four hours they could
wipe out all he'd done in the last four years and all of his plans
for the next four. They'd called him to the Admiral's office at 900
hours that day. He'd had a pretty good idea of what was coming
when he'd gotten the message, but the Admiral had been such a
pompous ass about it that it had been almost funny.
"Hurumph-c-Mister
Schaefer, we have-hurumph-received
a
telephone message Irom an unknown informant stating that youhurumph-have
been married since December 26. Is that true,
Mister? Yes, well, do you care to make a statement, Mister? As
you wish, Mister Schaefer.
I've decided to give you the privilege
of-hurumph-resigning,
Mister. In any case, you will be off the
Academy grounds by 1300 hours today-is
that clear? Hurumph.
Well, then, goodbye, Mister Schaefer." Just like that. After four
years of taking unbelievable crap from every direction, four years
of playing by their Mickey Mouse rules, four years of that Godawful town-then
nothing. Of course, he'd known it would happen
if they ever found out about Barb, but it was so close to the endthat's what really ticked him off. And then when he got home and
discovered that that bitch he'd married was divorcing him, he almost
blew his mind. For non-support she divorced him! She must've
been crazy-she
knew he couldn't send her money for the kid while
he was at the Academy. He'd told her over and over that as soon
as he graduated they'd get everything straightened out, but she
just wouldn't listen. Said she didn't love him-never
had. She
wouldn't even talk to him any more. He figured it was her father
-he had her wrapped around his fat little finger-could
talk her
into anything.
Besides, he'd never liked Tom anyway. Probably
was him who'd called the Academy. It was the kind of thing he'd
clo. Well, damn them all-he didn't need them. They could burn
in hell as far as he W:1S concerned, including the kid. They'd ruined
his life; they didn't deserve any better. First Barbara had tricked
him into getting married by getting pregnant, then they'd ruined his
career, then she'd divorced him so that by the end of the summer
he'd probably get drafted and get killed in a rice paddy or something.
The screech of the four o'clock whistle ended Tom's thoughts,
and he slowly lowered his shovel and began to collect his tools. He
liuzered behind the rest of the crew so that when he finally reached
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the equipment shed, they were gone. He glanced around quickly,
then entered and shut the door behind him. Dropping his tools on
a pile of others on the floor, he took his still-new, black lunch box
from a shelf. In a dark corner of the shed stood a small metal
footlocker, on which was printed in large red letters "EXPLOSIVES
-Keep Out!"
Tom swiftly opened it, took out two red sticks of
dynamite, and wedged them into the lunch box next to his thermos
bottle. Closing the locker, he stood up j ust as the door creaked open
and Ventries entered. He eyed Tom closely, then walked to the box
to lock it; Tom nodded curtly at him and left.

*

*

*

*

*

The afternoon hael cooled off: by the time Tom, shavecl and
showered and with a brown shoebox under one arm, left his house
and drove thirty-two miles to a Portland wharf. There he boarded
a fat black and white ferry bound for Peak's Island and stood at
the rail for the twenty minute ride, grateful for the rush of cool air
past him. A small smile appeared on his face as he stared out over
the harbor.
Barbara'd need a rest after the trial, they'd saidthat's why they'd left Topsham to come to the Island. He knew
why they'd left-because
her mother couldn't stand the gossipping
and the sly looks she got whenever she left the house. In Topsham,
where nothing ever happened, the divorce had caused a juicy scandal
and created a new diversion for the local housewives: expounding
on how the All-American girl and boy could go wrong. He was
g'lad they'd left-make
them look bad instead of just him for a
change. And after all, they were the ones to blame, anyway-everything' would've worked out if they'd just kept quiet. They'd
deserve what they got. All except Tommy, Barb's little brother.
He'd always kind of liked the kid, but it couldn't be helped. As for
the rest, he'd be glad they were gone. Funny, though, he'd never
even seen his baby. They said his name was Oscar-after
his
grandfather.
Poor kid would be better off this way. Maybe his
life would be better afterwards, too. Maybe he could transfer some
of his credits and go back to school, or . . .
The ferry bumped the pier and nearly sent the shoebox over
the side. 1'0111 gripped it tightly ane! strode off the gangplank ane!
up to the pier to the island. It was a small island-hardly
two
miles across-the
last in a chain stretching out from the harbor.
Actually it was just one long hill covered with pine trees and blueberry bushes. There were mostly only summer people there-a
lot
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of cottages facing the bay, close to the ferry landing, and a few on
the other side of the hill. That's where the Schoonmans wasfacing the ocean.
Tom turned onto a dirt road that skirted the
shoreline and struck out briskly.
After about ten minutes of
walking, he left the road and began clambering over the huge chunks
of granite that were strewn along the water's edge, j umping from
one to another with graceful leaps, his shoebox held gingerly at
arm's length like a football.
The tide was low now, and the waves
rolled in gently and sloshed listlessly against the rocks. The only
other sound was the cry of gulls as they scrounged along the shore
looking for food.
Finally Tom halted on a large flat slab of granite and looked
up the hill to his right. Directly above him, nestled in arnong the
pine trees, was a brown shingled cottage surrounded by a wide
porch, The windows all glowed yellow in the growing dusk as he
began silently, warily to climb the rocks up to the house. He reached
a clump of pines on the edge of the lawn and sat down there,
watching the windows and listening carefully.
Through the open
windows carne the murmur of women's voices, the cry of the baby,
Tommy's high-pitched laugh. Tom waited a long time, then stared
hard at the silhouettes that appeared, finally, in the upstairs windows,
and watched as the lights silently went out, one by one. For a long
time after the cottage was dark he sat motionless, the shoebox next
to him on the pine needles. Finally he rose and skirted the house
once, then he crouched down and crawled under the porch. Iii/here
the porch ended he had to lie on his stomach and wriggle between
the dank ground and the floor of the cottage.
He stopped far
underneath it and in the blackness opened his shoebox.
He carefully wedged it against a fat post sunk in the ground, set the fuse,
and slowly unwound it, as he crawled back out from under the
house, across the yard, and down among the giant rocks. Crawling
inside a hollow formed by three big boulders, he lit the fuse and a
cigarette with the same match and settled down to wait. The tide
was rising now, and the sud smashed into the rocks belo-w him with
a fury. At each crash white drops of surf flew high into the air,
glittering in the moonlight.
A brisk breeze blew in his face and
made him shiver in his thin shirt.
The explosion sounded differently
than the ones during the
day. This one cracked out, sharp and well-defined, while those in
the thick afternoon heat rather rumbled out in a dull roar.
Inter-
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esting, he thought.
When the debris had stopped falling, Tom
stood and looked up at the place the cottage bad been. Part of it
was still standing, but he noted with satisfaction
that fire was
leaping through it. He watched the glow light up the sky, and far
away he heard the beginnings of a siren.
He turned to go, then
froze. Far above him, he saw a figure stumble around the corner
of the house, carrying something in its arms. As it became silhouetted against the flames, he saw that it was Barbara, and her long
blond hair was on fire and she was screaming his name.
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Am~ Franks
As I write these words, millions of Americans are completing
an average day. Early this morning they awoke, ate breakfast, and
drove off to work or school. Soon, they will eat dinner, settle down
before the television set. and go to bed to begin the cycle anew.
Along the busy streets outside pass streams of faceless, middleaged men, all overweight and slightly balding, all returning to
comfortable, look-alike houses. Young people walk by, identical in
the tight clothes and long hair of the "group."
All indicate a retreat from excellence. All are part of the vegetable existence we call
the American way of life.
Society today is given over to an amiable mediocrity, "Oh, be
a good guy," we are urged, not "be a great man."
Politicians,
newspaper editors, and interviewers of headache sufferers address
themselves to the aueraqe
housewife, the C01'1'!NWn man, the tY/Jical
American-terms which would have puzzled a Greek of Plato's day.
Radio, television, and other media of communication rigidly define
and constantly voice our "ideals."
'vVe watch television families
who live in the suburbs, rear children, and are generally as average
as we. VIle are told that sparkling teeth and the proper deodorant
will bring us popularity, a happy marriage, and success in business.
And twenty-four hours a day the radio waves are given over to a
mass cult of love, insidiously preparing our children for their role
of "typical family man" and "breeder of offspring."
Mass media have made almost a fetish of the trivial. Television housewives sing paeans to laundry detergents and wax
ecstatic over the merits of instant coffee. A Los Angeles woman
states her opinions on Fluffy Bleach as eloquently as the ancient
Greek discussed the nature of truth. The White Tornado, "stronger
than dirt," and Mary Mild are more a part of our vocabulary than
Plato or Shakespeare.
In the realm of art, "pop" and "op' have
replaced Rembrandt and the Beatles, Beethoven.
An artist now
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throws together a mound of garbage or paints a can of soup, and
the world proclaims it a masterpiece.
Day and night the radio
waves vibrate with an unintelligible wailing and groaning which our
teen-agers call "The Sound."
The unusual, especially the unusual!y
good, perturbs us; it threatens our complacency and we shun It.
Recently, I overheard two boys, indistinguishable
under matching
BeatIe hair cuts, as they walked past a concert hall downtown.
"Hey, look-Music
Hall," laughed the one. "Yeah, it really turns
you on, doesn't it ?" rejoined the other. A friend of mine, a dancer,
hardly ever speaks now of her interest in ballet. "People used to
look at me so 'funny,'''
she explains.
Certainly, trashy literature
would not fill the bookstands, "rock and roll" would not blare so
interminably from every jukebox and passing transistor, if there
were no demand for them. The consistently high ratings of shows
like The Beverly Hillbillies, the drawing power of surf and beach
movies reflect the tendency of the masses to seek out the second or
third-rate and ignore the truly excellent.
Worst of all, we have lost our sense of human brotherhood.
"Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself."
HDw far, how pathetically far, we have strayed from this highest of all ideals.
Our
newspapers broadcast only callous unconcern for others.
Ten lives
lost in Viet N am attack;
Girl, 17, found stabbed, beaten / Hotel
burglarized /-so read the daily headlines.
Visiting Cincinnati last
autumn, I found not the free and easy city where I grew up, but
a stricken shadow, terrorized by a rash of strangulations.
Last
summer CharlesWhitman
climbed the tower and opened fire upon
a crowd in Dallas, Texas; only weeks before, Richard Speck brutally murdered eight Chicago student nurses.
Yet more monstrous
than the sick, twisted individual who kills and rapes and robs is
the placid society that allows such things to be. Apathy and complacency twine their deadening fingers about every corner of our
society. The sluggish, sedentary American cannot walk to. the store
Ior a pack of cigarettes, nor even, as recent elections show, arouse
himself to vote. Overfed, anesthetized by com forts and luxuries,
we have lost the energy to act, the will to reach out and touch one
another.
On aNew York sidewalk a woman bleeds to death while
twenty people watch, and "noninvolvement"
takes on a new and
awful meaning.
Like molecules whirling aimlessly through space,
we pass and meet and bump, but do. not join.
Yes, we have retreated from excellence.
And yet, for all the
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trivality and mediocrity and conformity of our society, the situation
is not entirely hopeless. Here and there sensitive people are taking
a stand against the second-rate and demanding higher standards of
our society. While floundering in trivia, television has attempted
to raise the quality of its broadcasts with beautifully done specials,
serious drama, and in formative documentaries.
Leonard Bernstein,
Helen Hayes, and Bishop Sheen represent an element among us
still dedicated to the pursuit of excellence. Will the energizing
presence of the few awaken society from its lethargy? Or will the
dull, dead weight of the masses crush out, at last, the few, faintburning embers of inspiration?
Only the future will tell.

~G'~
l)iane 5te\nfeld
Hope walked home slowly. She had to collect her thoughts.
She couldn't let her family see how hurt and angry she really was.
It wasn't their fault anyway. It had been all her idea to take a
night course at the university.
She had saved what she could from
her small paycheck until finally she had just enough to sign up for
one course. She had talked to her newly-appointed college advisor
and he had said, "Take sociology. Learn about people. Know the
world in which you are living. It's the basis of everything."
So
sociology it was. Tonight had been her first class.
The January night air felt cool on Hope's face as she walked.
It was a welcome relief frOI11 that hot, embarrassed feeling she had
suffered through her class. It was a large class, forty or fifty.
All the older women were dressed in expensive tailored suits, and
the girls Hope's age were in rich-looking sweater and skirt outfits.
Even the men had a distinguished, sophisticated air about them. She
felt so dowdy in her cheap cotton dress that she took a seat in the
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back of the r00111 and waited there after class until everyone had
left. The lecture the professor had given was what hurt the most.
He discussed the class structures in the United States.
Hope saw
the smug smiles on the various faces when the words upper and
middle class were mentioned.
She also felt her own face redden
when the word lower class was discussed.
She heard the terms
blue-collar worker, illiterate, moral decay, and non-existant
goals,
and she couldn't help but think of her family. Her father bad been
born into his lower class status and he had never tried to rise above
it. Her mother seemed content enough, and even her thirteen year
old brother, Pete, didn't complain when the paycheck was extra low
and things got scarce. Noone seemed to care, except Hope.
After high school, she had taken a clerical job in a large office
complex, The pay was poor, but she had learned bow to stretch it
into helping support the family and saving a little for night school.
She saw a good education as her one big chance for bettering herself. She thought that with a college education she would be able
to hold a better job. And maybe she could get a scholarship, and
maybe. . . . There were so many ideas anel so many plans Hope
had carefully thought about and anxiously awaited their happening.
Tonight, her first college class had been the beginning.
By the time she reached home, she had decided that she could
hear being poorly dressed and so obviously lower class to the rest of
the world until she came up to the place she had set for hersel f.
Hope even greeted her family with an unusual enthusiasm.
She
could answer her mother's silly questions, and overlook the fact that
her father had used some of the grocery money for a new bottle of
whiskey.
"How'd it go, Baby?" her mother hollered from the kitchen.
"Fine, just fine."
"Were you as smart as the rest of 'em ?"
"\IV ell, Mother, it isn't a question of . . . you see . . . yes,
Mother, I was just as smart as the rest of them."
"Good for you, kid. Better be gettin' something for all that
dough you've been throwiri' around," her father managed to spit
out between gulps of his whiskey shots.
Hope could feel the anger and resentment nS111g. She always
felt that way when her family acted like they were tonight.
She
hated to see them living as they did. They thought they were fine,
but not one of them had to sit in a classroom and be embarrassed in
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front of people who had so much more.
"\N ell, it won't last long," she thought.
"Pretty soon I'll be
away fr0111all this."
With that idea uppermost in her mind, she went to bed.
It happened for the first time that night. She dreamed about
the alley.
The alley passed by Hope's house.
She had always
hated to walk through it at night because it was so dark. There
were garages all along the sides and the open doors flapped eerily
in the wind.
The alley was long, Ii tty feet in length, and very
narrow.
There were deep ruts and rocks which made walking
di fficult, not to mention the stench that came from the overturned
garbage cans. She had cold shivers every time she walked through
it, but it was the only way to reach her house. In the dream, Hope
started to cross the busy street that ran horizontal to the alley 'when
a car passed so close to her that she heard the air whip around her.
She saw a bright flash of red color, and the next thing, she was
across the street and beginning her walk clown the alley. The night
was clear and the full moon was up in the black sky directly in
front of her. She glanced down the length of the alley and there,
approaching her, was a black figure.
She stopped walking, but the
figure kept advancing.
The moon was behind the figure and she
could distinguish no features.
The figure was about five feet from
Hope, when she awoke. The dream bad frightened her. She had
had nightmares
before, but this one was eliHerent.
There was
something unknown, something that seemed meant for her and her
alone.
The weeks went by. Hope's mother kept trying to stretch the
food, her father kept buying his cheap whiskey, and Pete just existed
from day to day. Hope kept attending her night course, but she
was fast becoming discouraged.
She had received low grades on all
her tests and the professor had advised her to withdraw from the
class. She had politely refused.
Worst 'of all, the strange dream
kept recurring.
It was always the same-v the busy street, the fast
car, the {lash of red, the alley, and the black figure. It came more
regularly now, sometimes three times in one week. Hope tried to
find a meaning, but it eluded her. She once talked to her mother
and described the strange events.
Her mother laughed and asked,
" You been. nippiu' your old man's booze?"
Hope tried to keep at her job, and study for her class, but she
was letting both slip. There would always be another chance for a
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job. The university was another matter.
Her final examination
was in a few weeks and she had to do well in order to pass the
course and be eligible for the next session. The dream haunted
her, and she blamed it for her slipshod work and her poor grades.
She could see everything she so desperately wanted deserting her.
Her home had become unbearable because she saw herself living in
a house like that for the rest of her life stretching money for a
drunken husband. She couldn't stand it. She couldn't live like that.
Hope was walking home f rom class. She had taken her examination and she had failed it. The professor had graded it as soon
as she finished. "I'm sorry," he said. "Your grade was just too
low. There was no way I could have helped you."
"What about next session? Will I be able to attend then?"
"No, I'm afraid not,' he had told her.
She felt numb. So this was the end of it, she thought. Over
before I had a chance. But then that's not right either. I had a
chance. I just couldn't make it. I just couldn't make it.
She started to cross the busy street when a car whizzed by her
and she heard the air whistle. She saw a bright red flash, and then
she was walking in the alley. The night was quiet and clear, and
there was a full moon. "No," she thought. "No, no, no! This is
my dream. I'm living it. It's happening to me and this time it's
for real."
She raised her eyes slowly, afraid of what they would tell her.
She looked to the end of the alley, and there was the black figure
walking toward her. She stood rooted to the spot. unable to move.
She wanted to run, and yet she couldn't. The figure kept approaching, only this time it didn't stop, and this time she didn't wake up.
It was only inches from her face when she saw the features. It was
herself she was looking at. She coulc! have had a mirror in front
of her. The black figure she was face to face with was an image
of herself. She was unable to say anything.
How long she stood
there before the figure reached out a pale hand and pointed over
her shoulder!
"Don't you know? Don't you see?" it had said. "You are no
1110re."
Hope turned and looked at the street.
There, lying in the
middle of it, was a body, bloody and mangled, crumpled in a pitiful
heap. She had only to look for a moment to see it was herself.
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Carol AKer:;
Realization, horrifying, dreadful realization, flashed on our
faces. What we were seeing was the National Guard moving into
Hough.
I examined the trucks in this new light. Each one was
packed with soldiers to the point of overflowing.
Their sheer
number was shocking.
Yet, a closer look uncovered something
which will forever give me a queasiness in my stomach, a sort of
spiritual headache. Each guardsman held a ri fie in vertical position,
and above each muzzle gleamed a silvery bayonet. Trucks, rifles,
bayonets, bayonets, bayonets. I shuddered as I had never before.
A few yards hom me marched the ammunition that the eighth
largest city in the United States found necessary to call in. This
was no drill, no practice session. They were on their way to use
their weapons as a threat against their fellow countrymen.
vVe had both been aware of the rioting in Cleveland's troubled
sector, but it had always seemed so distant and removed fr0111us.
It was a dreadful happening, but there was no reason that I should
worry about it. It might as well have been in Detroit, Los Angeles,
or Chicago; the forty miles might as well have been four hundred.
Besides, the situation could not be so bad as was proclaimed in the
blaring headlines and in television's special reports. That sort of
thing did not happen in America, let alone in Cleveland!
My
comfortable house and my friends who were just as well provided
for made my world a vacuum-sealed shelter.
All at once I was exposed to a new concept; for the first time I
understood a minute part of the horror of fighting. This ghastly
procession was the symbol not of the fighting for one's country
which is supposed to inspire pride and patriotism, but rather of
fighting against one's country. Bias, misunderstanding, and apathy
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were the seeds of the misery fellow countrymen inflicted upon one
another.
When the conflict might have been lessened, if nat eliminated, by communication, the twa elements of the same city resorted to shooting and knifing.
I grasped the extent of this
misery; rampant looting and pillaging; shots echoing in dark streets;
people-my
people i-falling'
hurt and bloodied; fire seething all
around, clutching- new buildings, uprooting families and destroying
businesses; and everything producing a mistrust and savagery that
would scar the participants
for li fe. The convoy rumbled 011, a
testament to. a people incapable of rational thought, the last resort
of a hate-poisoned situation.
The faces of the individual soldiers
were shaded in the night, and their reactions unknown to. me. But
their glistening bayonets caused me a lang, painful blink.
With the window rolled dawn, I savared the wind as it mussed
its way through my hair.
I poked my head aut and studied the
awesomely brilliant sky. Judy and I looked at it far a few peaceful
moments ; its beauty seemed to heighten our already sensive mood,
The funeral service we had attended earlier had caused our emotions
to. flaw openly and unchecked far the remainder of the evening.
Now 11 :00, both of us emotionally drained and unusuallv quiet
Judy was taking me home. V.,re rode an, still silent, until ca~l1illg to
c'. stop at the intersection.
As I craned my head to the right, my
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eyes caught hold of a strange sight; for about a quarter of a mile
down the road, cars had veered off to the side. Quickly, we lowered
the radio volume and waited for the passage of what we assumed
to be an ambulance or police car. 1 began to think it must be something else when no siren or flashing light became evident.
But
what could it possibly be? The village bad certainly not scheduled
a parade for Wednesday evening, July 21st. Judy and I looked at
each other and laughed that nervous laugh that carne so easily when
we were puzzled. The giggle faded and the uneasiness was almost
tangible. The air became still and so did we.
At first it seemed like an ordinary sight; simply an ordinary
army convoy.
Of course, we had seen them before, and we had
always waved or honked. This time, perhaps because of our mood,
we did not. The first nine or ten vehicles were jeeps occupied by
what we guessed to be officers.
They, in turn, were followed by
trucks of regular soldiers.
Everything seemed quite normal, except
for its tremendous length, and we passed it off as nothing unusual
until the radio informed us differently.
"At 10:00 tonight Mayor
Locker ordered the National Guard into the racially torn Hough
area. The troops are thought to be on their way into the city at the
present time."

It isn't the gray certainty of it that I mind
No-I've
always known He lurked there silent,
Hiding behind the sunroorn Boston Ferns.
He inched out just a little at a time
Like that game the children played, Mother May r.
Sometimes he took a baby step
When Papa cliecl; that clay the wincl blew limbs
Across the pall bearers' path. Rain blurred their tracks.
Sometimes a giant step; Arlen came home
From war his mind a scrambled sewing box.
They closed the cloor, and he makes baskets now.
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Baby step, giant step, sweet Jesus are you there?
They took the baby to a place where he could sit and stare.
I thought I'd scared Him back a pace or two
When Anabella married. She came down
The parlor stairs like they were Jacob's ladder
In a floating cloud of white and lilac.
It was May, and Willie's eyes devoured her.
We ate sherbet off the black glass plates.
The day that she came home her father cried.
I don't know why a baby not yet born
Should have to die because a man was wild.
Baby step, giant step, sweet Jesus are YOll there?
He came into the parlor, then, beside the Morris chair.
Hilda was my little homely bird
With a look like a blue jay quizzing an elm.
Forty she was when Sam made up his mind
To dine from all the leavings of the l-est,
And she was willing fare. In just a year
He sat beside the slag pit, black and cold,
And thought of life and how his Vulture Mine
And all the coal mines soon were going to close.
He took a gun and put it to his head.
I held his bride all night and crooned to her
Right in His face; He stood outside and laughed.
Baby step, giant step, sweet Jesus are you there?
She seemed a child again and not a dead man's scorned fare.
And now He waits outside my bedroom door
I shouldn't care; my ties that bind are cut.
The state has two and "Peaceful Hill" the rest.
And yet, I swear I'd live it all again,
For just one day, one longtime May time glance
At Annabella clacl in clouds and lilacs.
II
In spite of all the sours, oh Life,
(That) you have dished me up for all
The breakfasts and the suppers of my days,
I still will miss your many gushing sweets:
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The cottonwood that snows and sifts
And swirls to earth without a sound,
The creamy orange rising moon
Within the window's shadowed frame
The taste of snow,
The tight fist of a violet bud
Curling within its April leaf
The velvetness of moth wingfuzz
And fearsome coffin chill in fall
When barearmed you run toward the house
With something nameless at your heels,
And strong ancl throbbing sound,
Beethoven clang and Mozart tinkle
And vibrations hom Eva Tanguaay
To each clark ear behind the gangway
At Keith's.
And children hum at summer dusk
And candle whisper Silent Night
And throat split, cool-dawn Hosanna.
And I will miss a baby's sleep-eyed look
Sleepy, nap fresh, padding clown,
And rusty lily pollen smearing
I tself all over ski rt and hands
In frantic fruitful orgy,
And warm peach fuzz,
And the breathless sweetness of being waked
So many times that way
One sultry, dreamlike wedding night,
And blue, past-all-price birthblood.
And clog bark and ant rush ancl heat shimmer and coffee smell
And kiss breath and ice cold and fur feel and tree shade
And silk sleek and rug shock and morning joy and dream fright
And old book smell and rainbowshine and dewlight
And if the supernal beauty is going to equal half
What we have here,
It will have to go some.
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There is a young woman. Yes, still young in body and in mind.
She is no great beauty, yet there is a certain magnetism about her,
a freedom, a flare that excites one at the prospect of knowing her.
She has class and style, not faddish, but a style of her own that
pervades everything that is hers. She is well-groomed, not stiff or
uncomfortable, but pleasing to behold. She carries herself well, as
if proud, yet not unapproachable.
There is a lilt in her stride, as
if she is pleased with the day, with others, and with herself.
She
has an inherent taste for good food, good clothes, and good music,
although she is in no way a snob. And she likes people, yet she has
a desire to know them as they are and not as they seem.
This is the young woman.
There is a house. A house built on a cliff above the ocean.
It is rustic, built of logs and heavy beams. The walk from the
road to the door is of stone, and the knocker on the door is most
inviting. Inside, the house is equipped with massive furniture.
The
rooms are uncluttered but furnished with several meaningful objects
acquired in many different places and in many different ways. A
fireplace welcomes the visitor to each room, and the many windows
convey an atmosphere 0'£ the outdoors to all corners of the chambers.
In the kitchen is a heavy, round, walnut table bearing the scars of
many cigarettes and more coffee cups, having been inflicted during
many deep discussions lasting late into the night. And along a wall
of the bedroom is a small, simple altar adorned only with a plain
but radiant cross.
This is the house.
There is a career.
Though vague, it is fulfilling.
'While
rendering a feeling of accomplishment, it also contributes to the
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welfare of others. It is not an eight-to-five job, neither is it one
that demands one's all. It utilizes talents and claims the best, yet
gives much in return.
This is the career.
There is a life. This life is full, filled not only with the
career, but with people, with books, with music. This life includes
a morning spent luxuriating on the beach, or an afternoon of exhilarating strife with the waves. Gay times of dancing and laughing
and drinking and singing, thoughtful times of walking and listening
and crying and praying.
And loving, not only people, but clogs,
and birds, and places, and smells, and views, and oh ! life!
This is the life.
Beneath all the exterior, and penetrating each facet of the above,
is a person, is a soul. This person is concerned with big ideas and
goals, while at the same time able to see and comprehend the little
things life offers.
This person takes a joy in living, and extends
this joy to others.
This person rejoices in independence and individualism, and would do much to preserve these freedoms. And
this soul, while the person is exploring philosophies and conceptions,
turns to God with a simple, strong faith in His goodness and mercy.
And with a genuine love, this soul thanks God for His many favors
and blessings.
These are the person and the soul.
The young woman, the house, the career, the life, and the
person and soul were not seen by some gypsy gazing into a crystal
ball. They were not read from the palm of a hand, nor foretold \
by a pattern of tea leaves. They are dreams.
My dreams.
I
cherish them. I hold fast to them. And, though I realize that
dreams are often lofty and idealistic, I pray that some day I may
approach these, my dreams.
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The ancient washing machine, its moving parts oiled with sand
and seaweed, flew into a tantrum during the spin cycle and flooded
the cottage floor for the third time that day.
"I have to wash," Katie thought moodily as she mopped up
the mess. "They can't sleep in bathing suits." She had called the
repair man six days ago. "Leaks and squeaks," he had dutifully
noted on his service sheet. And had probably added "antiques"one of those Green Lake antiques.
They hated driving twenty
miles to fix twenty-year-old washers.
From the front porch of the cottage the record player ground
its way slowly through Rumplestilskin. "Is your name Leg 0 Lamb?"
asked a soothing woman's voice. Soon it would stomp Rumplestiltskin through the ground and go on to Cinderella.
"Do they listen to that same record all the time Mrs. McKenna?"
Margaret Bascomb, the teen-aged next door neighbor Katie had
brought to babysit with Eric and the twins had come out of one of
the back bedrooms. She was clogged by ten-year-old Anne, who
slouched in the same way, chewing on bangs which hung in her
face just as Margaret's drab straight hair did.
"Yes, Mother, that fairy tale stuff is gross," said Anne. She
looked adoringly up at Margaret, not caring that the older girl's
face was the color of cold bacon fat and that her glasses framed
mouse eyes that contact lenses would never improve.
Katie stuck the mop in the corner. "Children like repetition.
It makes them feel secure." She smiled, watching Margaret contemplatively lift a corner of the fractured linoleum with her tennis
shoe.
"Does the record bother you?"
"Oh, sort of. I'm too old for all that jazz about the little men
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and mean stepmothers.
And we don't have too much noise around
our house, with just l\1ike and me."
"Mike listens to records doesn't he?"
"He listens to them in his room," she said with a certain emphasis which Katie knew wasn't intended to be rude, but as she
unloaded the machine she sighed in spite of herself.
To Anne, Margaret was a miraculous "Teen-Ager" and therefore to be worshipped by all preteenhood as "in." But Katie knew
better. 'Margaret was at that age in which, if her identity hac! been
printed on her sweatshirt instead of "I Love The Rolling Stones"
it would have said: "Half woman, half child." She was in thirteenyear-old limbo.
She wound her hair skillfully in enormous blue
rollers; yet she still couldn't cut her own fingernails.
She read
"Teen Dream Magazine" and Mickey Mouse with equal ease, and
liked hide and seek almost as well as dancing the "Duck."
The one
thing which was marking her incipient adulthood, however, was her
growing discernment.
In the close quarters 0 [ the family-shared lake cottage Margaret
was learning a lesson in eliIferences in family living. Katie knew
it must be difficult for a quiet thirteen year old to land like a
flopping fish in the boat in the midst of five noisy children who
wore mix match sox and trailed peanut butter and bananna sandwiches through the house.
They were "country casual" as the
furniture
catalogues always said.
And Margaret's
family was
decidedly "sleek suburban."
Katie had caught the revelatory flash in Margaret's
eyes as
they drove up to the cottage sitting friendly, brown, and dilapidated
with its porch leaning like a lap almost to the very shore of the
lake. She saw her look from the wicker chair with one rocker off
to the rusty turpentine can half submerged among the reeds. A
stray dog flopped his curling tail at them; a rowboat showed its
paintless bottom to the sky.
"Look at the sailboat, Margaret," Anne had said, eager to have
her like the cottage. It was bright green and white, with "Wicked
Witch" across its stern, and it was the only thing in the place which
showed any of the care Jim and his two brothel-s had for this joint
family venture.
"I don't know much about sailboats," J\!Iargaret had murmured,
obviously disoriented by her introduction to the typical lake cottage.
And from that moment 011 Margaret, excellent baby sitter that
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she was (she allowed no between meal pop sickles or pillow fights,
had no boyfriends and tole! no stories about "The Ghostly Arm"),
waged an undeclared and certainly unconscious war. It would go
down in future history as Mrs. McKenna Vs. My Mother or Killing
Dy Comparison.
Round one saw Margaret helping Katie ready the beds. As
they tucked in the wrinkled corners and pulled up the blanket,
Margaret observed with a slight sniff, "IVIy mother always irons
the sheets."
Round two saw Margaret aghast when Janet and Jimmy, the
twins, had plopped a coffee can of snails on the front porch.
"Take those things away," she yelled. "Why, I hate to think
what my mother would do if I brought-"
"But they're EXPECTING,
and I need to keep an eye on
them," Janet protested.
"Dump them in-"
Katie had dashed out in time to rescue
the entire maternity ward, explaining that she allowed animals on
the porch, and wondering why color needed to creep up her neck
because of it.
The war escalated considerably as the week wore on. Margaret
commented, "Oh, is that packaged Spaghetti Sauce? My mother
gets up early in the morning the day we have spaghetti.
She
simmers garlic and bay leaves all clay for the sauce." "My mother"
squeezed real lemons instead of defrosting cans for lemonade;
"My mother" scrubbed the floor on her hands and knees; she could
make Napoleons.
And through it all, Katie- couldn't even feel
angry. l\1argaret was too innocent to be insulting.
Yesterday morning had been the day-before-Dadcly-comes-up
cleaning day. Starting after breakfast, Katie had furiously assaulted every spidery corner, defrosted the icebox and even scoured
the claw feet on the bathtub. When she finished, she dropped into
the fanbacked old wicker chair in the living room. The older
children were going to the beach ancl Margaret viewed her exhaustion unmovedly as she strode through the living room. "My mother
does that every morning," she saicl.
Katie felt herself goaded into rebuttal.
"She cleans the bathroom every day?"
"Yes. Even the bathtub. And I mop the floor for her."
It was probably true. She had lived next door to Karen Bascomb's spotless housekeeping for five years.
They had never
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reached coffee-clatching intimacy (next door 111 their suburb meant
down the hill and across the creek) but she had borrowed enough
cups of brown sugar to know that even at 8 :30 in the morning the
Hascornh kitchen was shining and spotless even down to the last
copper mold above the copper colored dishwasher.
The floors shone like polished ponds.
The pastel of fouryear-old Mike looking like the littlest angel and the framed headlines (Bears Slaughter
Cardinals-Quarterback
Ilascomb Scores
Two Touchdowns))
were without a dot of dust. Mike's toys lined
the cedar shelves of the family ro0111, trucks on one labeled shelf,
boats on another, guns together like an arsenal. Katie often lingered
in the immaculate stillness a little sorry to return to the clutter of
coffee cups and coloring books on her own kitchen table. It didn't
really matter; daisies and poppies in little pewter pitchers would
have looked strange beside the guinea pigs in her family room. By
the time Jirn arrived home each night, of course, she had shoveled
out some sense of order, but not before being interrupted at least
forty times by someone needing a banclaid or Winnie the Pooh reae!.
N ow as she picked up the laundry basket, she wondered what
Karen's system was. Stoutly maintaining that hers was not such a
bad way, she headed toward the clothesline and punched a hole
through the screen door with her foot.
That evening after the twins and Eric had dropped exhausted
into bed, she sat brushing waves into Anne's long brown hair.
It
was rich and thick and shone like beaten fudge: a genetic trick,
Jim's hair framing her own pixie face in miniature.
Through a
crack in the door she saw Margaret on her bed reading.
"Corne
join us," she called through the bobbie pins in her mouth.
"We were talking about vacation trips we've taken," Anne said
as Margaret stretched her long legs out on the bed. "Remember
the time we forgot Janet in the filling station in San Antonio,
Mother?
We pulled out of the driveway with her bawling her
head off on the curb."
"I had to hold her on my lap all the way to Dallas," Katie
laughed.
"Have you ever been to San Antonio, 'Margaret?" Anne
asked.
Margaret answered quickly.
"Oh, no. Daddy travels a lot,
though.
He's been to South America and Lisbon."
"Does your Mother gOo?"
"Yes, and last year they took Mike. To New Orleans it was.
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But I'm in school, so, of course, I couldn't go."
She looked at the floor, then brightened.
"But Daddy says
that maybe I could go to school in the East. If my grades were
only better."
"But I've been left places, too," she continued, her face flushed.
"Daddy leaves me all the time."
Her laugh was self conscious.
"When he goes to the pool, he sometimes takes me, and last month
he forgot me and went horne. Four hours later I had to call
Mother. Then he left me in a restaurant in the northern part of
the state. I just waited and in about an hour he came back. He
does that all the time."
Anne laughed. "Strange," thought Katie.
She let Margaret come with her to kiss the twins good night.
They sucked their thumbs sleepily as she stroked their hair and sang,
Sleep rlly dear, the red bee tells
The silent twilight's fall
Eaval from the gray rock comes
To wrap the world in thrall
A lyan van 0 my child my love
JVI y joy and heart's desire
The crickets sing you lullaby
Before the flickering fire.
"What sort of lullaby is that?" Margaret asked dreamily.
"My grandmother used to sing it to me. She came from Donnega!."
"Do you sing it to all of them?"
"Of course," Katie whispered. "Even A nne says she can't get
to sleep without it.
She could see Margaret's eyes glowing in the dusk, marveling.
She waited for some comment about her mother, but it never carne.
About noon the next day Jim arrived. He went first to greet
his sailboat, then the bear-brown children.
When he had seated
himself in a lawn chair and asked how Katie's week had been, she
couldn't resist telling- him about the "contest."
"But it must be~over," she added. "I haven't heard any odious
comparisons since last evening."
"You're stir crazy, or you've been listening to too many of the
kids fairy tale records. I think she's just loyal to her own family.
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You can't expect her to change that."
He was prophetic in an unexpected way. The war was not
over-it
had merely switched combatants.
Now it was Jim vs.
"My Father."
As Katie sat on the porch she could hear Margaret's
voice rising occasionally from the beach, where Jim was scouring
and scrubbing the boat for tomorrow's race. No, my dad didn't
like to sail; football was his sport. Real man's game. He had
bought Mike a miniature helmet. No, my dad didn't believe in
taking children to the lakes. Children today had too Jllany privleges. My dad didn't wear Madras shorts. My dad hac! only two
gray hairs in his entire head.
Jim was beginning to be bugged-from
the top of his crewcut
to the soles of his small unathletic feet. "I never knew Pete Bascomb was such a Wheaties poster. I feel like the freshman team.
What's with it?"
"Quiet," she warned him, noticing Margaret going to. look for
baby Eric. "She's only terribly proud of them, I think. I don't
quite understand it either, but she is sweet with the children."
The next day the wincl blew the lake into confused masses of
gray, contending waves. Jim pulled back the curtains and watched
the birch leaves shake like kites. "vVe won't be becalmed anyway,"
he murmured, then rubbed his hands together.
"\IVhG's going to crew for me?"
Anne volunteered.
"May I go?" asked Margaret shyly. Jim
raised questioning eyebrows at Katie, who nodded, smiling.
"I
think it would be good for you, Margaret," she said.
Through binoculars Katie watched the distant triangles bob
over the water. She thought she spotted the blue and white sail
of the Wicked Witch closing in on the other boats. It crept up
slowly on all but one. Second, then, they would finish. The boat's
ilnage expanded as it crossed the lake after the final gun. Yes,
there was Jim at the rudder, and Margaret hunched over the centerboard. She twirled the adjustment sharply to bring up the focus.
Anne was lying on the deck, her face twisted in pain.
"The sole of the foot is one of the tenderest places on the
body," the doctor said. Anne had gouged Gut a deep square of
skin on the centerboard trunk as the Wicleeil Witch had rounded the
last buoy.
UN othing serious, really, but it may be painful tonight. Anne
determined not to cry as the doctor cleaned the raw patch, and hid
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her face from :Margaret, who was as white as the sails on the
Wicked wu.«
Margaret was still pale when she felt her way into Anne's
room about midnight during what had become an all night vigil.
"Have you been up all this time?" Margaret's voice was fuzzy
with sleep. "Is there anything I can do to help? My mother always
says aspirin->"
Katie had brought Anne over to the big rocking chair and was
snuggling her as she had when she was a baby. "I think this will
help her more than aspirin," Katie whispered.
Margaret was silent. She finally said, in a wistful, tiny child's
voice, "Isn't she too big to hold on your lap?"
"You're never too old to' be babied, now and then, Margaret."
Margaret moved to the window and looked out at the frothy,
still churning lake. "Mrs. JVIcKenna."
"'Yes, dear."
"Being here this week with you has been just wonderful. Even
though it, well, it upset me. Everything's so di f Ierent." She stood
up, her drooping shoulders silhouetted against a sudden flash of
heat lightning.
"Someone rocked me once," she said dreamily. "Long ago. I
don't remember who it was. Before I came to Mother and Dad."
"Came to Mother and Dad-"
Katie said involuntarily.
"I was five when I carne. Mother thought she couldn't ever
have any children. Later on Mike was born."
She became more excited. "I have this picture of myself then.
I had these long blond curls and-a
smiling, dancy sort of way
about me. Mother always says they chose me because I was the
most beautiful little girl they'd ever seen. I guess I changed. My
hair got gray, and I must have been just naturally dumb. And every
time I dance around now I just knock something off the tables in
j\IT other's perfect house."
Her large shoulders sagged in despair.
Katie felt all the questions she had had about the girl crumble
like a cookie in a rainstorm.
In a flood of tenderness she laid her
own daughter on the bed and put her arm around the hopeless,
homely Margaret, who bad begun to cry quietly. She led her to
her bedroom.
Turning back the rumpled covers, she tucked the
girl in as she would one of her own.
She sang.
Sleep 111ydear, the red bee tells . . .
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